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LIST OF ACRONYMS

Acronym
CR
DRDLR
DWS
EIS
EMPr
EN
EPL
ETS
FEPA
GIS
ha
IEMP
LC
NBA
NFEPA
NGI
NWA
PES

PV
SANBI
SWMP
VU
WfWet

Description
Critically Endangered (threat status)
South African Department of Rural Development and Land Reform
South African Department of Water and Sanitation
Ecological Importance and Sensitivity
Environmental Management Programme
Endangered (threat status)
Ecosystem Protection Level
Ecosystem Threat Status
Freshwater Ecosystem Priority Area
Geographical Information Systems
Hectare
Integrated Environmental Management Plan
Least concern (threat status)
National Biodiversity Assessment (SANBI)
National Freshwater Ecosystem Priority Areas, identified to meet national
freshwater conservation targets (CSIR, 2011)
National Geo-Spatial Information
South African National Water Act (1998)
Present Ecological State, referring to the current state or condition of an
environmental resource in terms of its characteristics and reflecting change
from its reference condition.
Photovoltaic
South African National Biodiversity Institute
Stormwater Management Plan
Vulnerable (threat status)
Working for Wetlands
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GLOSSARY
Term
Borehole

Catchment

Extent of a watercourse

Inland aquatic ecosystems
Pan

Regulated area of a
watercourse for NWA
Section 21 (c) and/or (i)
water uses

Rehabilitation

Riparian habitat (or zone)

River management plan

Watercourse

Water resource
Wetland

Definition
A well, excavation or any artificially constructed or improved underground
cavity which can be used for the purpose of Intercepting, collecting or storing water in or removing water from an aquifer;
Observing and collecting data and information on water in an aquifer; or
Recharging an aquifer.
In relation to a watercourse or watercourses or part of a watercourse, means
the area from which any rainfall will drain into the watercourse or watercourses
or part of a watercourse, through surface flow to a common point or common
points.
The outer edge of the 1 in 100 year flood line and/or delineated riparian
habitat, whichever is the greatest distance, measured from the middle of the
watercourse of a river, spring, natural channel, lake or dam; and
Wetlands and pans: the delineated boundary (outer temporary zone) of any
wetland or pan.
This term is used collectively for wetlands, pans and watercourses
Any depression collecting water or that is inward draining (i.e. endorheic) or a
flow-through system with flow contributions from surface water, groundwater
or interflow or combinations thereof. NOTE: pans are wetlands (see below).
The outer edge of the 1 in 100 year flood line and/or delineated riparian
habitat, whichever is the greatest distance, measured from the middle of the
watercourse of a river, spring, natural channel, lake or dam; and
In the absence of a determined 1 in 100 year flood line or riparian area the area
within 100m from the edge of a watercourse where the edge of the
watercourse is the first identifiable annual bank fill flood bench (subject to
compliance to section 144 of the Act);
A 500 m radius from the delineated boundary (extent) of any wetland or pan.
The process of reinstating natural ecological driving forces within part or the
whole of a degraded watercourse to recover former or desired ecosystem
structure, function, biotic composition and associated ecosystem services.
Includes the physical structure and associated vegetation of the areas
associated with a watercourse which are commonly characterised by alluvial
soils, and which are inundated or flooded to an extent and with a frequency
sufficient to support vegetation of species with a composition and physical
structure distinct from those of adjacent land areas.
Any river management plan developed for the purposes of river or storm water
management in any municipal/metropolitan area or described river section,
river reach, entire river or sub quaternary catchment that considers the river in
a catchment context and as approved by the Department of Water and
Sanitation
A river or spring;
A natural channel in which water flows regularly or intermittently;
A wetland, lake or dam into which, or from which, water flows; and
Any collection of water which the Minister may, by notice in the Gazette,
declare to be a watercourse, and a reference to a watercourse includes, where
relevant, its bed and banks
Includes a watercourse, surface water, estuary, or aquifer.
Land which is transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems where the
water table is usually at or near the surface, or the land is periodically covered
with shallow water, and which land in normal circumstances supports or would
support vegetation typically adapted to life in saturated soil. NOTE: in this
report, pans (depressions) are considered to fall within this definition.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Scope and Objectives

A Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) for the SKA Phase 1 project in South Africa was
commissioned in 2015by the Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA), in partnership with the
Department of Science and Technology (DST) and the South African Radio Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO). The SEA was undertaken by the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), and the
Freshwater Consulting Group provided specialist input on the inland aquatic ecosystems potentially
impacted by SKA Phase 1. Subsequent to the SEA, the South African Earth Observation Network
(SAEON) undertook more detailed studies on components of the sensitivity map generated by the SEA.
An Integrated Environmental Management Plan (IEMP) was developed based on the outcome of the
SEA, and the SARAO is in the process of ensuring that the requirements of the IEMP are addressed. As
part of this process a gap analysis was commissioned, to identify areas on which SARAO needs to focus,
and where additional work is required subsequent to the SEA and follow-on work by SAEON.
The list of infrastructure that was assessed as part of this analysis included:











1.2

Underground fibre and power cable;
Overhead fibre and power cable;
SKA dish antennae;
Roads (new roads and existing roads to be rehabilitated);
Proclaimed roads in the area;
Borrow pits;
Quarries;
Construction camp (Visserskloof);
PV plants – spiral arms, and
Site monitoring stations locations (including: repeater, weather RFI and visual stations)

Terms of Reference

The inland aquatic ecosystem specialist was required to:








Review the SAEON assessment and fieldwork report and updated maps/spatial data;
Conduct specialist fieldwork within the SKA core site and spiral arms, based on latest SKA1_MID
layout, and identify areas of high sensitivity which are unsuitable for development, or which
require mitigation measures;
Refine the four-tier sensitivity maps for the SKA core site and spiral arms;
Make recommendations to SARAO for improvement of the draft stormwater management plan,
in terms of measures that would reduce or mitigate impacts associated with the plan;
Confirm the need for water use licenses based on the latest infrastructure layout;
Address any gaps in terms of the ecological assessment and mapping specified in Appendix A in
order to comply with the requirements of the IEMP and EMPr.

More detailed terms of reference are provided in Appendix A.
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1.3

Use of this Report

This report reflects the professional opinions of its author. It is the policy of FCG that the full and
unedited contents of this report should be presented to the client, and that any summary of the
findings should only be produced in consultation with the author.

1.4

Declaration of Independence

This is to confirm that Kate Snaddon, the specialist consultant who is responsible for undertaking this
study and preparing this report, is independent, and has no vested interests, financial or otherwise, in
the SKA project.

1.5

Specialist Details

The author of this report is an independent specialist consultant, with 23 years of experience in the
field of freshwater ecology, registered with the South African Council for Natural Scientific Professions
(registration number 400225/06, Ecological Science).
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2 APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
2.1

Updating the map of inland aquatic ecosystems

During the 2015/2016 SEA, FCG submitted a desktop map of the watercourses and wetlands within the
SKA core site and spiral arms (Snaddon et al., 2016). The 50 cm colour aerial photography for South
Africa, available online through ArcGIS Online (original images were supplied by the Department of
Rural Development and Land Reform – National Geo-Spatial Information (NGI), and cover the period
2008 – 2012), was used as the background imagery for all maps. Data sources included the 2011
National Freshwater Ecosystems Priority Areas (NFEPA) wetland and rivers (1:500 000 scale) maps (Nel
et al., 2011), the Department of Water and Sanitation’s (DWS) Present Ecological Status/Ecological
Importance and Sensitivity (PESEIS) dataset and maps (DWS, 2014), and the NGI spatial datasets for
hydrological features. These included (NGI terminology):






Dry pans;
Dry Watercourses;
Flood Bank Areas;
Lakes, Marshes and Vleis, and
Non-perennial and Perennial Rivers (1:50 000 scale) and Pans

The desktop map was partially field verified in 2016, whereby mapped inland aquatic ecosystems in the
vicinity of SKA antennae sites were ground-truthed using a hand-held GPS.
SAEON produced an updated map of “Areas unsuitable for development”, with “sensitive wetlands”
and “pristine pans” included in these areas (Crous, 2018). Watercourses were not included in the
maps of areas unsuitable for development, and thus the original partially field verified watercourse
map produced for the 2015/2016 SEA was not updated by SAEON.
For the gap analysis, all updated inland aquatic ecosystem maps were combined (SAEON’s delineation
of “wetlands and pans unsuitable for development” were used to refine outlines of these features and
add new features (one depression), where this was required), and the latest SKA infrastructure layout
maps were overlain on the ecosystem maps, in order to identify key areas for limited field verification
(the number of days available for ground-truthing were limited due to budget and time constraints).
Field verification comprised identification of the presence/absence of inland aquatic ecosystems and,
wherever possible, rough delineation of ecosystem boundaries using a hand-help GPS. Mid-points of
watercourse channels were recorded wherever possible. Field notes are provided in Appendix B.
The map of inland aquatic ecosystems was refined, and the four-tier sensitivity map updated based on
the revised mapping and field verification. Maps were produced using ArcGIS 9.2. The original
classification (to Level 4A of the National Classification System of Ollis et al. (2013)) was also revised
wherever possible. In particular the distinction between wetlands, washes and riparian zones was
checked and edited, as this has a direct bearing on the regulatory areas surrounding these ecosystems.
These are defined as follows:



Wetlands – including all depressions, seep wetlands, floodplain wetlands, and wetland flats.
Washes – ephemeral, dendritic drainage systems, with multiple small to large watercourse
channels, usually extending over a wide area.
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2.2

Riparian zones – associated with usually a single, medium to large watercourse channel, and
generally vegetated, at least to some extent.

Assessment of Present Ecological State and Ecosystem Threat Status

The original SEA data on Present Ecological State (PES) were re-assessed for inland aquatic ecosystems
that could be verified in the field. The re-assessment of PES needed to cover a large number of
ecosystems (wetlands and watercourses), thus there was insufficient time to undertake a detailed
assessment of PES. Instead, a rapid visual assessment of key impacts allowed for the refinement of PES
where this was deemed necessary.
In addition to PES, the ecosystem threat status (ETS) of each wetland type (NBA, 2018) was used as a
means of determining overall sensitivity of each feature. The ETS is provided by the NBA 2018 only for
larger mainstem rivers (scale of 1:500 000), but it was determined for the smaller, 1:50k rivers by using
either the ETS of the associated mainstem river or the ETS of the surrounding vegetation type.

2.3

Determining buffer widths

In determining a development footprint that will have the least impact on an inland aquatic ecosystem,
it is essential to establish the recommended development setback, or ecological buffer for each
ecosystem. According to the National Environmental Management Act (NEMA), development activities
within 32m of a watercourse trigger the need for an environmental authorisation, with the assumption
that development within this regulatory zone will have an impact on a watercourse. However, this
regulatory distance may be insufficient to protect any watercourse (or indeed, wetland) from any
activity. It is preferable to determine an ecological buffer, based on the condition and type of
ecosystem, and, additionally, the type of activity. The main objective of the establishment and
protection of buffers around aquatic features is to ensure that these features are protected from direct
and indirect impacts.
The national Guideline for the Determination of Buffer Zones for River, Wetlands and Estuaries
(MacFarlane and Bredin, 2016) provides a detailed protocol for the determination of ecological buffers.
The protocol provides both generic, desktop buffer width recommendations, based on the type of
activity and type and condition of ecosystem, and also a field-based buffer protocol, which used more
detailed information gathered on site. The tool uses the assessments of PES and EIS of each aquatic
ecosystem, and the expected quality of the buffer during both phases of the project.
For the determination of buffers for the SKA Phase 1 study area, the desktop-level buffer width was
based on the types of impacts associated with construction and operation of power (electrical)
infrastructure1. In addition, it was assumed that the current vegetation would be retained within the
buffers for both the construction and operational phases, unless the actual removal of vegetation and

1

The buffer tool allows the user to select the category of activity that is being assessed. In this case,
the option for “Service infrastructure – above ground communication/power (electricity)
infrastructure” was chosen, as this comes closest to the kinds of impacts expected to be associated
with SKA infrastructure (MacFarlane and Bredin, 2016).
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soils is expected. The density of vegetation plays a major role in determining the effectiveness of a
buffer – a well-vegetated buffer, with a high basal cover (such as grass or sedges) is the most effective
buffer, due to the ability of the plants and their roots to trap sediments, toxins and other pollutants
before they reach the wetland or watercourse.
According to the protocol for buffer zone determination, the generic buffer for this type of activity is
55m for all aquatic ecosystems located in an area with low rainfall and with low rainfall intensity
(MacFarlane and Bredin, 2016). It was not possible to determine a unique buffer width for each inland
aquatic ecosystem, as these are too numerous. Thus, a number of criteria were used for buffering
rules, in order to be able to assign desktop-level buffers across the whole study area, taking into
account all the information contained in the map of inland aquatic ecosystems. These criteria included
the ecosystem threat status (determined for NBA, 2018), ecological condition (the PES category), and
the ecosystem type (large rivers vs smaller rivers, and wetland type). These criteria, and the thresholds
used to differentiate buffer widths are provided in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.

Table 2.1

Criteria used for buffering rules for rivers (buffers are provided in metres). CR = critically
endangered, EN = endangered, LC = least concern.

1:500 000 river lines
Threat status (NBA 2018):
Ecological condition (PES):
All river types (upper and lower river zones)
1:50 000 river lines
Ecological condition (PES):
All river types (upper and lower river zones)

Table 2.2.

LC / LT
ABC
55

DEF
35

Any condition
35

Wetlands, washes and riparian zone buffer size rules (buffers are provided in metres).

Wetlands, washes and riparian zones
Threat status (NBA 2018):
Ecological condition (PES):
Depressions, seeps and wetland flats
Floodplain
Wash or riparian zone (threat status is
based on the status of the vegetation type
in which feature occurs)

2.4

CR, EN2
Any condition
100

CR, EN, VU
Any condition
55
35

LC / LT
ABC
55
35

DEF
35
15

35

35

15

Updating the sensitivity map

A combination of wetland or river type, status as a free-flowing river, PES and ETS assessments were
combined into a sensitivity category (area unsuitable for development, high, medium and low),
according to the matrix in Table 2.3.

2

There are no “vulnerable” 1:500 000 rivers in the SKA Phase 1 project area.
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Combination of inland aquatic ecosystem type, condition and ecosystem threat status in
order to derive a sensitivity status.

Low
Low

Medium

High

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

Low

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Medium
Medium

LC /
LT

Medium

Medium

Medium
Medium

VU

Medium

Medium

Medium
Medium

CR, EN

High

Low

High

High

VU

LC
/
LT

High

development development

area
area
unsuitable for unsuitable for

High

DEF

High

1:50k rivers

CR, EN

High

High

Riparian zones and
washes

High

Floodplain wetlands

High

Depressions, seeps,
flats

VU

High

area
area
unsuitable for unsuitable for

CR, EN

LC /
LT

Low

n/a

Ecosystem Threat
Status

C

Medium

AB or ABC

Medium

Condition/status

Free flowing
rivers (NBA
2018)

development development

Table 2.3

High

1:500k rivers

The recommended buffers were established around each inland aquatic ecosystem and given the same
sensitivity status as the ecosystem itself, and the result included in the refined inland aquatic
ecosystem four-tier sensitivity map.

2.5

Assessment of SKA infrastructure

The SKA SEA inland aquatic ecosystem report recommended that the SKA infrastructure should try and
avoid all inland aquatic ecosystems and their buffers, wherever possible. This was thought to be more
achievable for the non-linear infrastructure, while it was assumed that roads, powerlines and optic
cables would inevitably pass through or over these ecosystems. Impacts associated with the latter
could be reduced in significance through mitigation.
For this gap analysis, all SKA infrastructure components were assessed in terms of their location in
relation to inland aquatic ecosystems and their buffers. The action to be taken where infrastructure
encroaches into these sensitive ecosystems depended on whether the infrastructure was linear or nonlinear.
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SKA infrastructure included:












Underground fibre and power cable;
Overhead fibre and power cable;
SKA dish antennae;
Roads (new roads and existing roads to be rehabilitated);
Proclaimed roads in the area;
Borrow pits;
Quarries;
Construction camp (Visserskloof);
PV plants – spiral arms;
Site monitoring stations locations (including: repeater, weather RFI and visual stations), and
HIRAX.

A map of points was created, where each point indicates where infrastructure will cross over or be
located close to any inland aquatic ecosystem, regardless of sensitivity, as mapped for SKA Phase 1
(updated for the gap analysis).
Due to time and budget constraints on the gap analysis study, detailed verification (either desktop
using best available imagery, or in the field) of infrastructure was limited to:










Underground fibre and power cable;
SKA dish antennae;
New SKA roads;
HIRAX.
Quarries;
Construction camp (Visserskloof);
PV plants – spiral arms;
Site monitoring stations locations (including: repeater, weather RFI and visual stations), and
Borrow pits;

The overhead infrastructure – overhead fibre and power cables – and existing roads to be rehabilitated
were considered low priority due to the expected low significance of the impacts of this infrastructure
on the inland aquatic ecosystems of the study area. These points were not visited in the field, and the
map of inland aquatic ecosystems was not verified in the vicinity of these points.
All remaining points where infrastructure will affect an inland aquatic ecosystem (regardless of its
sensitivity) or which will be located within the regulated area stipulated for water use authorisation
(see Section 2.8) were verified, either in field or desktop, as best as possible. It should be noted that
where a watercourse crossing was encountered, this was not always recorded as requiring action
where the site has already been identified for the Integrated Water Use License Application (IWULA)
produced by Limosella Consulting (September 2018).
Notes were made with regard to whether infrastructure should be moved away from an inland aquatic
ecosystem deemed to be of high sensitivity or area unsuitable for development, whether mitigation
measures must be applied to reduce negative impacts, or whether other actions should be taken (see
Table 2.4). See Appendix B for detailed field notes.
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Table 2.4

Attribute data for SKA Phase 1 infrastructure “action points”.

Attribute
Feature

Infrastruc

Review_txt

Action

Location

2.6

Description
Inland aquatic feature affected by SKA infrastructure
Type of SKA infrastructure. Options include:
 Borrow pit
 Fibre overhead
 Fibre power overhead
 Fibre power underground (cable or power)
 Hirax 1
 Hirax 2
 Hirax directional drilling
 New SKA road
 PV plant
 RFI monitoring site 3
 Road to be rehabilitated
 Visserskloof Construction Camp
The points might combine more than one type of
infrastructure, and also might provide a start and an
end point, where this refers to longitudinal
infrastructure that crosses an aquatic feature.
Notes on the field or desktop review of each point
Action recommended in order to reduce the impact
of the SKA infrastructure. Options include:
 New WULA – watercourse crossing or
potential Section 21 (c) and (i) water use site
that should be added to the GCS points
 Move – infrastructure should be moved; in
some cases specific recommendations are
made
 Align with existing road footprint – where
possible, new infrastructure should align
with existing disturbed footprints
 Mitigate - if the infrastructure cannot easily
be moved out of the aquatic feature, then
the impacts thereof must be mitigated (see
Section 7).
Farm name and SKA dish being supplied by
infrastructure.

Stormwater Management

The Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) produced by GCS Water and Environment (Pty) Ltd (May
2019) was reviewed, and recommendations made for refinement of the SWMP.

2.7

Mitigation measures

The mitigation measures recommended for the SEA were refined in order to ensure that these will
reduce the severity of unavoidable negative impacts, and to enhance the positive impacts of the SKA
infrastructure.
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2.8

Water use authorisation

The National Water Act No. 36 of 1998 (NWA) regulates 11 water uses that require authorisation, as
follows:
a. Taking water from a water resource;
b. Storing water;
c. Impeding or diverting the flow of water in a watercourse;
d. Engaging in a stream flow reduction activity;
e. Engaging in a controlled activity identified and declared as such in terms of the Act;
f.

Discharging waste or water containing waste into a water resource through a pipe,
canal, sewer, sea outfall or other conduit;

g. Disposing of waste in a manner which may detrimentally impact on a water resource;
h. Disposing in any manner of water which contains waste from, or which has been
heated in, any industrial or power generation process;
i.

Altering the bed, banks, course or characteristics of a watercourse;

j.

Removing, discharging or disposing of water found underground if it is necessary for
the efficient continuation of an activity or for the safety of people; and

k. Using water for recreational purposes.
The construction of watercourse or wetland road crossings, and the laying of powerlines in a
watercourse or wetland can lead to the changes in flow in (Section 21 (c)) or alterations to the bed and
banks/characteristics of (Section 21 (i)) the affected watercourse, and so a water use authorisation
must be obtained for these specific activities. DWA have issued a number of General Authorisations
(GA) in terms of Section 39 of the National Water Act. A water use may be generally authorised if it
falls within a specific threshold or area. The GA of the 26 th August 2016 (Government Notice 509 of
2016) provides the limits and conditions of Section 21 (c) and (i) water uses that may be generally
authorised, and defines the regulated zone within which the GA applies.
The regulated zone includes the aquatic ecosystem, and extends for 500m beyond the outside
boundary of a wetland, and 100m from the active channel of a watercourse, or the 1:100 year
floodline, or the outer boundary of the riparian area, where these last two have been delineated.
The Integrated Water Use License Application (IWULA) produced by Limosella Consulting (September
2018) was provided for comment and review, in addition to the locations of sites identified for
assessment by the IWULA, both in the core (“SKA1_MID_WULA_points”) and spiral arms
(“SKA1_Spiral_Arms_WULA_points”).
The need for Section 21 (c) and (i) water use authorisation was confirmed, based on the risk posed to
the any inland aquatic ecosystem within the regulated area, for sites not recorded for the IWULA.
Existing WULA points (i.e. watercourse crossing, or another form of potential Section 21 (c) and (i)
water use) identified by Limosella Consulting (2018) were not all verified, however where these were
obviously placed in the wrong location, a note was made to move to the correct location.
Additional WULA points were added where these were verified in the field, or from desktop mapping.
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3 OVERVIEW OF THE SKA SITE AND SURROUNDS
3.1

Climate and runoff

The SKA Phase 1 study area lies in the late summer rainfall zone (Figure 3.1). Rainfall is very low –
ranging from 100 – 520 mm per year across the study area – which translates into low annual runoff.
In these semi-arid western and central regions of South Africa C3 grasses and shrubs predominate
(Palmer and Ainslie, FAO website, www.fao.org).

Figure 3.1

3.2

Rainfall regions of South Africa (from Schulze et al., 2007). The SKA Phase 1 study area is
inserted onto the map.

Catchments, Ecoregions and Biomes

The study area lies completely within the Lower Orange Water Management Area (WMA14) and
almost entirely within the Nama Karoo Level 1 ecoregion (Kleynhans et al., 2005). The characteristics
of this ecoregion are:
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Topography is diverse, dominated by plains with a moderate to high relief and lowlands, hills and
mountains with moderate to high relief;
Most of the rivers in the region are seasonal to ephemeral, such as the Hartbees and Sak rivers.
Perennial rivers that traverse this region include the Riet (tributary of the Vaal River located in
the eastern part of the ecoregion) and Orange rivers;
Rainfall is moderate to low (around 500 mm/year) in the east, decreasing to arid in the west
(around 70 mm/year). Coefficient of variation of annual precipitation is moderate to high in the
east to very high (30 to 40%) in the west, and
Drainage density is generally low, but medium to high in some parts;

The Nama Karoo ecoregion includes the northward flowing rivers in the study area, with the main
system into which these rivers flow being the Orange River. The full list of quaternary catchments
within and intersected by the SKA Phase 1 study area is provided in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1
Quaternary catchments within and intersecting with the SKA Phase 1 study area.
Data from Water Resources of South Africa 2012 Study (WR2012; Bailey and Pitman, 2016).

Quaternary catchment Area (hectares)
D54A
D54B
D54C
D54D
D54E
D54F
D55F
D55H
D55J
D55L
D55M
D57B
D57D

1518
4053
1342
5071
3326
3809
2632
1151
1998
1242
1813
2274
4444

Rivers (R = River)
Carnarvonsleegte source to Dwaalberg
Boesak R: Carnarvonsleegte to just N of Vanwyksvlei
Vanwyksvlei
Endorheic
Endorheic
Endorheic
Brak R to Gansvlei R confluence
Sak R: Brak confluence to Middle of Bundu
Sak R: Md Bundu to Klein Sak R confluence
Sak R from K. Sak confluence to Blouheuwel
Sak: Blouheuwel to Vis R confluence
Endorheic
Sak R: Brandvlei to Grootvloer inflow

In terms of terrestrial vegetation, the area lies entirely within the Nama Karoo biome. The main
characteristics of this biome are as follows (adapted from Todd et al., in prep.):








The biome has a total area of 335 040 km2 (Mucina and Rutherford, 2006);
Cowling and Hilton-Taylor (1999) reported 2147 species within the ‘core’ of the Nama Karoo
Biome with 377 endemic species;
Landscapes that are more rugged and at higher elevations in the Nama Karoo biome generally
have a higher species diversity and greater abundance of species of conservation concern than
other landscapes, making them more sensitive to anthropogenic impacts. These landscapes,
especially those that are in good condition, are important for providing for resilience to climate
change (Thuiller et al. 2006, cited in Todd et al., in prep.);
In general, taller and denser vegetation types are considered to be more vulnerable to
fragmentation, as there is a greater contrast in vegetation characteristics between cleared and
intact areas, and
The extensive endorheic pans in Bushmanland are not well studied, but there are indications
that the biodiversity of plankton in these depressions is rich (Hamer and Rayner, 1996;
Anderson, 2000).
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Figure 3.2
The bioregions of South Africa (from Mucina and Rutherford, 2006). The SKA Phase 1 study
area primarily spans the Bushmanland (dark green) and Upper Karoo (light pink) bioregions. The bioregions
are too numerous to include in the legend.

The SKA Phase 1 study area extends across the Bushmanland and Upper Karoo bioregions (Figure 3.2).

3.3

Geology and topography

The Nama Karoo is underlain by a 3000 m-thick succession of sedimentary rocks. At depth is the Cape
Supergroup, which is of marine origin, and above this lie the Dwyka tillites, deposited 400 – 300 million
years ago (mya), and then the Karoo Supergroup, which includes the Ecca and Beaufort Groups,
deposited in an inland sea 300 – 180 mya (Mucina et al., 2006). Igneous activity approximately 180
mya led to the intrusion of dolerite sills and dykes into Karoo sediments. The strata of the Nama Karoo
remained relatively horizontal, in comparison with the intense folding that occurred further south and
that led to the Cape Fold Mountains of the Fynbos and Succulent Karoo biomes. As a result, the Karoo
is flat to gently undulating, with boulder outcrops and flat-topped mesas.
There are numerous drainage lines across this flat landscape, draining water off slopes, and more
slowly across plains or basins. Due to the low gradient of most of the terrain, these drainage lines
proliferate, sometimes with a number of lines running more or less in parallel across the plains,
creating a wash effect (e.g. MacDonald, 2008). Drainage patterns are also fairly dynamic due to the
lack of gradient, as a small obstruction to flow (plant roots, rocks, burrows etc.) can change the way
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water moves across the flat surface. In many instances, water flows into flat endorheic pans. Soils
tend to be silty clay-loams, with high lime content.
3.4

Water supply and recharge

The SKA Phase 1 study area is located in an area of low runoff and recharge. There are no surface or
groundwater strategic water source areas (SWSAs) in the area, but the Carnarvon groundwater SWSA
is located to close to the Carnarvon spiral arm (Figure 3.3). Strategic water source areas are areas of
land that either: (a) supply a disproportionate (i.e. relatively large) quantity of mean annual surface
water runoff in relation to their size, and so are considered nationally important; or (b) have high
groundwater recharge and where the groundwater forms a nationally important resource; or (c) areas
that meet both criteria (a) and (b) (Le Maitre et al., 2018).

Farm boundaries

Figure 3.3

3.5

Groundwater Strategic Water Source Areas (SWSAs) around the SKA Phase study area.

Rivers and wetlands

The Karoo landscape is heavily influenced by the occurrence of dolerite dykes, sills and rings, which
control drainage patterns and the occurrence of wetlands (Woodford and Chevalier, 2002; Gibson,
2003). Surface–groundwater interactions are thought to be important in dry environments such as the
Karoo, for sustaining surface water ecosystems, while evaporation is the dominant component of the
water balance (Allan et al., 1995; Seaman et al., 2016). Most of the surface water ecosystems are
intermittent or ephemeral, being inundated only for brief periods each year, with periods of drought
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that are unpredictable in duration. Inundation and flow in surface water ecosystems becomes more
ephemeral towards the north of the study area (see Figure 3.4).
The ephemeral rivers of the Karoo are highly dependent on groundwater discharge, which will occur at
springs and when groundwater recharge (through precipitation at higher elevations) allows the water
table to intersect with the river channel. Groundwater discharge in this manner will deplete
groundwater storage and discharge will cease at some point. The most significant river systems in the
study area are the Sak, Carnarvonleegte, and Riet-Vis rivers. The Sak River rises in the Nuweveldberge,
north of Beaufort West, and is joined by the Riet-Vis River system between Williston and Brandvlei.
The Sak River flows into vast panlands around Brandvlei, and then into the Grootvloer pan just to the
north, which only flows out northwards during periods of high flow, flowing into the Hartbees River
and then the Orange River. This river provides an important migration route for fauna between the
Sak and Orange rivers (Lloyd and Le Roux, 1985). Carnarvonleegte flows into the endorheic
Verneukpan to the east of Grootvloer, which may sometimes also connect with the Hartbees River
during the wet season.

Farm boundaries

Figure 3.4

The main rivers (at a scale of 1:500 000) within the SKA Phase 1 area.

According to the National Biodiversity Assessment of 2018 (Van Deventer et al., 2018) there are six
river types in the SKA Phase 1 study area. Figure 3.4 shows the mainstem rivers that intersect with the
SKA Phase 1 study area. The reaches of the Sak River passing through the southern portion of the
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Williston spiral arm have been identified as a Flagship Free Flowing River (NBA, 2018). These flagship
rivers should receive top priority for retaining their free-flowing character.
It has been noted that the distribution of wetlands is uneven across the Northern Cape, and
concentrated in a few wetland hotspots, recently described by Kotze et al. (2019). The SKA Phase 1
study area intersects with the Bushmanland wetland hotspot (Figure 3.5), which contains some of
South Africa’s largest wetlands. These hotspots are classified as being areas “…where a larger density
of wetlands may be present compared to other areas in the Northern Cape”. Generally, these
wetlands are ephemeral depression wetlands or pans.

Farm boundaries

Figure 3.5

Wetland hotspots of Kotze et al. (2019).

Ephemeral or seasonal wetlands make up the majority of the lentic (non-flowing) systems located in
the study area. Many of these wetlands – predominantly depressions or pans – are endorheic, i.e.
isolated from other surface water ecosystems, usually with inflowing surface water but no outflow.
Some of the largest depressions, however, are linked to quite extensive upstream catchments, such as
Grootvloer pan, which is fed by the ephemeral Visrivier that arises more than 250 km to the south of
the wetland (Kotze et al., 2019).
There is generally little or no direct connection with groundwater, and these pans tend to be fed by
rainfall. Endorheic pans are the most common wetland type in arid and semi-arid environments (Allan
et al., 1995), and are generally thought to form as a result of the synergy of a number of factors and
processes, including low rainfall, sparse vegetation, flat to gently sloping topography, disrupted
drainage, geology (e.g. dolerite sills and dykes) grazing and deflation 3. The Bushmanland endorheic
3

The lifting and removal of fine, dry particles of silt, soil, and sand by the wind.
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pans, or “vloere” as they are called locally, are one of the most extensive salt pan systems in South
Africa (Mucina et al., 2006). They appear to be concentrated around the relict channels of the ancient
Tertiary Orange River catchment (Mucina et al., 2006). These pans vary in size with the largest being
the Verneukpan-Grootvloer system to the north of Brandvlei.
Inundation periods can last from a few days to months to a year. Similarly, the frequency is highly
variable, from once a year or less (some pans in the Northern Cape are inundated once every few
decades) to several inundations per year. The flat, central portion of these pans tends to be devoid of
vegetation, with a typical zonation of plants occurring around the margins. They tend to filled with
clayey, fine sediments, with a high salt content, due to salt-bearing substrates and mineral-rich
groundwater.

Terrestrial shrubland

Sedges and rushes

Bare central portion

Bare central
portion

Figure 3.6
Typical zonation of vegetation around salt pan margins in the study area. The central flat
portion is bare, followed by a zone of sedges and rushes (genera such as Juncus, Scirpoides, and Ficinia)
around the margins, meeting the more terrestrial shrubland on the outer edge.

The less common, perennial springs and seeps associated with Karoo dolerite dykes and sills occur on
peaty soils typically at the base of dolerite cliffs or on dolerite slopes, in depressions along fractures or
topographical breaks, and are fed by groundwater seeping from deep, fractured aquifers, or even from
unconfined alluvial aquifers (Nhleko, 2003). These comprise one of five types of aquifer-dependent
ecosystems (ADEs) recognised in South Africa (Chevalier et al., 2004; Colvin et al., 2014). Little is
known of the fauna and flora inhabiting these springs and seeps.
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Figure 3.7

Wetlands and rivers in the SKA Phase 1 study area.

A dominant feature of the Karoo landscape is the alluvial floodplains or washes. These systems are
difficult to classify, as their hydrological and geomorphological characteristics (the way water and
sediment flows into, through and out of these features) are difficult to determine, and the ecological
functioning and importance of these alluvial features are little known. They are characterised by
numerous channels that traverse a floodplain, valley floor or alluvial fan. Surface water may flow along
a particular channel in one year, but due to their being little topographic definition or gradient across
the landscape, a parallel channel may be eroded the following year, leading to a network of channels.
Some ecologists call these features “dendritic drainage systems”, while others refer to them as washes
or floodplains. They tend to be classified as watercourses rather than as wetlands as they show very
few wetland characteristics in the strictest sense. MacDonald (2008), in his botanical assessment of
the MeerKAT site, referred to three different types of washes – silt, gravel and sand washes. According
to his descriptions, the silt washes occur on fine silty soils that is not as freely drained as the gravelly
soils of the gravel washes, and which supports a shrubland dominated by Salsola aphylla, a species that
is an obligate wetland plant growing in seasonal watercourses, on floodplains and on the edges of
pans. Gravel washes have more sandy, well drained soils, and MacDonald’s sand washes are the
seasonal watercourses that traverse the other types of washes. Here the soils have been washed clean
of silt, with sand of medium to fine grain remaining. These watercourses tend to have mostly bare
beds, with vegetation occurring in clumps along the bed and more densely along the banks. Species
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typical of the river banks include Stipagrostis namaquensis, S. ciliata, Cenchrus ciliaris, Lycium cinereum
and Melinis repens.
Alluvian fans are also tricky to classify as they do not sit neatly in any of the hydrogeomorphic units
used by the National Classification System for Wetlands and other Inland Aquatic Ecosystems (Ollis et
al., 2013). Alluvial fans are typically created when valleys widen suddenly or a stream flows from a
narrow, relatively steep valley onto a wider, gradually sloping valley floor or flatter plain. These
circumstances result in the rapid deposition of much of the sediment load carried by surface water,
giving rise to an alluvial fan. Some alluvial fans (or portions of alluvial fans) have distinct channels,
while others may lose this distinction as water and sediment disperse and settle relatively evenly
across the fan.
According to the WET-Health document (MacFarlane et al., 2007), alluvial fans possessing wetland
characteristics are often classified as valley-bottom wetlands, with the distinction between channelled
and unchannelled valley-bottom wetland depending on the degree of channel development. Where
portions of an alluvial fan occur on a slope, the feature may rather be classified as a seep, especially
where diffuse surface and sub-surface flows dominate.
According to the NBA 2018 (Van Deventer et al., 2018), most of the larger rivers in the study area (61%)
are “data deficient” – this is largely due to the fact that the determination of river condition for
ephemeral rivers lacks a nationally accepted protocol. The rivers that can be assessed for condition in
the study area are mostly in good to moderate condition, with a Present Ecological Status (PES) of B or
C (25%) (see Figure 3.8 for river condition), due to the low level of impact from the extensive rather
than intensive human activities in the area. A total of 12% of river length was assessed by the NBA
2018 to be critically modified, i.e. PES category F.
42% of river length of the larger, 1:500k rivers and 23% of the smaller, 1:50k rivers has been identified
as endangered, critically endangered or vulnerable (NBA, 2018), and the remainder is least concern or
least threatened. Protection levels for rivers in the area are “poorly protected” or “not protected”.
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Figure 3.8
Present Ecological Status (PES) of each 1:500k (mainstem) river reach (from the National
Biodiversity Assessment 2018 (Van Deventer et al., 2018). AB = natural to largely natural; B = largely natural;
Z = not intact, modelled according to natural land cover.

Most of the wetlands in the SKA Phase 1 study area (42%) are moderately modified, i.e. in PES category
C, however a large percentage (40%) are in an A to B state, pristine to good condition (see Figure 3.9).
Impacts on the wetlands and rivers of the area are associated with grazing, roads, encroachment of
farmed areas into watercourses and wetlands, construction of berms in river channels, floodplains and
in pans to trap surface water for stock and crops, and the spread of invasive alien plants, primarily
Prosopis sp. Ephemeral rivers and wetlands are particularly vulnerable to changes in hydrology and
water quality (e.g. Seaman et al., 2016), as they are specifically adapted to brief periods of inundation
and flow, and pollutants and sediments entering these watercourses are not regularly diluted or
flushed out of the catchment, thus leading to a lack of resilience against pollution, erosion and
sedimentation.
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Figure 3.9

Present Ecological State (PES) for the inland aquatic ecosystems (wetlands, washes and
riparian zones) mapped in the SKA Phase 1 study area.

In terms of ecosystem threat status, as determined for the NBA 2018 4, most of the inland aquatic
ecosystems identified within the SKA Phase 1 project area (350 out of 473) are critically endangered,
and the remainder are vulnerable. None of these systems are currently afforded any protection.

3.6

Biodiversity

The Nama Karoo biome or ecoregion is characterised by a depauperate aquatic fauna, and a southern
temperate ichthyofauna (L. Day, Ecoregions of the World, www.feow.org). Most of the species are
hardy opportunistic species, that migrate to water as and when it becomes available, breed rapidly and
then disperse more widely when condition are favourable. Perennial and seasonal pools, rivers and
wetlands provide refugia for many of these species (e.g. Seaman et al., 2016).
The fauna of these ephemeral systems is not well-known, but the pans have been found to provide
aquatic habitat for a diverse array of species that depend on brief periods of inundation for hatching,
4

The methods used to determine ETS and EPL were not available at the time of writing.
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mating, feeding and refuge (e.g. Hamer and Rayner, 1996; Anderson, 2000; Minter et al., 2004).
Ephemeral watercourses and wetlands also provide habitat for fauna seeking refuge during dormant or
drought-resistant stages. A great number of other organisms are not confined to these temporary
systems, but derive crucial benefits from them, like migratory birds and many invertebrates that move
opportunistically from permanent to temporary habitats on a regular basis.
3.6.1

Invertebrates

Very little is known of the invertebrate fauna of the watercourses and wetlands of the Karoo region.
Given the constant shift from aquatic to dry phases, ephemeral wetlands support unique, well-adapted
biotic communities with species that show rapid hatching, fast development, high fecundity, and short
life spans. For example, the tadpole shrimp, Triops granarius, is reportedly common where the mean
duration of inundation is less than one month; this invertebrate reaches sexual maturity within days.
Many taxa will reproduce asexually several times during the wet season.
Organisms that inhabit temporary wetlands rely on the production of desiccation-resistant or dormant
propagules (such as eggs, cysts, seeds, spores) to survive this kind of environment. Propagules allow
for the organisms to lie-in-wait during the dry period, and then come back to life when the wetland is
inundated. There are several taxa that are completely dependent on ephemeral wetlands to complete
their life-cycles. Phyllopod crustaceans are well-known inhabitants of ephemeral wetlands; these
include the Anostraca (fairy shrimp, e.g. Streptocephalus sp.), Notostraca (tadpole shrimp, e.g. Triops
namaquensis), Spinicaudata (clam shrimps, e.g. Eocyzicus gigas), Laevicaudata (clam shrimps),
Cladocera (water fleas, e.g. Daphnia gibba), and Ostracoda (seed shrimps) (Lloyd and Le Roux, 1985;
and Musa Mlambo, Albany Museum, pers. comm., January 2016).
3.6.2

Fish

Most of the fish records for the area are from the perennial rivers in the study area and surrounds.
Four fish species are known from the Sak River – Barbus anoplus, Labeobarbus aeneus, Labeo
umbratus and L. capensis (Hocutt and Skelton, 1985). Pools that persist for long periods in the river
channel provide refugia for these species during dry periods.
Ephemeral wetlands generally do not support fish species, but fish are likely to occur in seasonal
systems, surviving dry periods in permanent pools. The greatest threats to the fish fauna of the Karoo
are the direct loss of aquatic habitat, lowered water table due to abstraction, loss of connectivity in
watercourses affecting movement, and the introduction of alien fish species.
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Table 3.2
Genus

Species

Fish species recorded in the broader SKA area (data from SAIAB).
Common
name

Threat
status

Barbus

anoplus

Chubbyhead
barb

Least
Concern

Cyprinus

carpio

Carp

n/a

Labeo

capensis

Orange River
mudfish

Least
Concern

Labeo

umbratus

Moggel

Least
Concern

Labeobarbus

aeneus

Smallmouth
yellowfish

Least
Concern

Pseudobarbus

burchelli

Burchell’s
redfin

Critically
Endangered

Salmo

trutta

Brown trout

n/a

3.6.3

Notes
Widely distributed in the interior, including the Karoo,
and coastal rivers of the Southern and Western Cape.
Prefers cooler waters, from small streams to large rivers
and lakes. Prefers shelter in the form of logs and
marginal vegetation. Lays adhesive eggs in vegetation,
and breeds throughout summer when watercourses are
flowing after rain. Feeds on insects, zooplankton, seeds,
algae and diatoms.
Introduced species, now widespread throughout South
Africa, but absent from mountainous areas. Hardy,
tolerant species favouring large waterbodies and slowflowing large rivers with soft sediments. The species
thrives in farm dams and feeds on plant and animal
matter found in sediments.
Occurs in the Sak, and Orange-Vaal River systems.
Occurs in flowing large rivers, but also in impoundments.
Grazes on rock and plant surfaces and breeds in summer,
laying eggs in shallow riffles and rapids.
Fairly widely distributed in larger river systems in the
interior (including the Sak River), and some coastal rivers.
Prefers standing or gently flowing water, and thrives in
farm dams and larger impoundments. Feeds on soft
sediments and detritus. Breeds after rains have fallen,
migrating upstream to find suitable spawning sites on
flooded grassy floodplains or in shallow rocky runs.
Occurs in the Sak, Orange and Vaal rivers, but has also
been translocated to the Eastern Cape. Prefers clear,
flowing large rivers, with sandy or rocky substrates.
Breeds in spring through to midsummer after rains have
fallen, migrating upstream to spawn and lay eggs over
suitable gravel beds. Feeds on molluscs, vegetation,
algae and detritus.
Occurs in the Breede River system and other rivers in the
south Western Cape. The species inhabits pools and
deeper, flowing runs of larger watercourses. Feeds on
detritus and small benthic organisms. Breeds in summer.
Widespread exotic species, preferring clear, welloxygenated cool water, in mountain and upland
watercourses. May also occur in lakes and
impoundments. Generally feeds on insects, crabs, frogs
and small fish. Breeds in autumn or early winter, with
adult males moving upstream to find gravel beds.

Amphibians

A number of frog species have been recorded during the national frog atlas survey in the quarter
degree squares (QDS) incorporated in the SKA Phase 1 study area (Minter et al., 2004). These data do
not provide exact locations, and distributions are of a very low resolution.
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There are no threatened species that are known to occur in the study area. One species considered a
near endemic to the arid Karoo is the Karoo Dainty Frog (also known as the Karoo Caco), Cacosternum
karooicum. This species is considered to be vulnerable to loss of habitat in the Karoo. All the other
species likely to occur in the area are widespread, occurring in a range of habitats. Most species
survive the dry periods as eggs or through aestivation, in cracks, crevices and under rocks. When the
rains fall, breeding occurs rapidly to take advantage of the favourable conditions. The Karoo Toad,
Vandijkophrynus gariepensis, and Karoo Dainty Frog breed in temporary pools associated with
watercourses and wetlands.
The greatest threat to amphibians in the study area is fragmentation of the landscape as a result of
urban encroachment, roads, and loss of wetland and riverine habitat, and also the direct threat of loss
of life on roads, especially after rains have fallen.

Table 3.3

Amphibian species listed in the national frog atlas as likely to occur in the study
area.
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Genus

Species

Common
name

Threat
status

Notes

Least
concern

Frequently associated with human habitation, it lives in ditches and
ponds, often where there are reeds and water lilies. Breeds in
shallow water at the margins of pools and streams, in standing and
flowing water.

Afrana

angolensis

Common river
frog

Afrana

fuscigula

Cape river frog

Least
concern

Widespread throughout the Karoo. Associated with permanent
springs, ponds and farm dams, and also occurs along well vegetated,
rocky watercourses. Breeds throughout the year.

Western olive
toad

Least
concern

Shelters under logs, grass tussocks, termite mounds or rock cracks,
emerging after rain.

Least
concern

Restricted to inselbergs in the Nama Karoo. Usually found in or near
rocky, mountainous areas where it finds refuge in rock cracks and
holes. Breeds in permanent or temporary seeps, springs, vleis,
streams and rivers, and also in man-made depressions and dams.
Not found in the large perennial rivers of the area.

Southern
pygmy toad

Least
concern

Occurs primarily in the Nama Karoo. Occurs in gravels sand, grassy
areas, and in Karoo scrub, finding refuge under rocks and logs, and in
mud cracks, leaf litter and termite mounds. Breeds in temporary
shallow pans, pools or depressions, and occasionally in culverts and
in rocky pools in seasonal watercourses.
Favours open areas with short vegetation, breeds in any temporary
waterbody, and is found in pans and along watercourses. Spends
the dry season in mud-banks, burrows of other animals or termite
mounds, and under stones.

Amietophrynus poweri

Amietophrynus robinsoni

Amietophrynus vertebralis

Paradise toad

Cacosternum

boettgeri

Common caco

Least
concern

Cacosternum

karooicum

Karoo dainty
frog or Karoo
caco

Least
concern

Endemic to arid Karoo. Breeds in shallow pools on rocky beds of
small, temporary streams, and in small impoundments. Spends dry
period in rock cracks and crevices in shale.

Cacosternum

namaquense Namaqua caco

Least
concern

Breeds in temporary pools formed in granitic bedrock, in rocky
streambeds, permanent pools and seeps or springs in granite
inselbergs.

Phrynomantis

annectens

Marbled rubber Least
frog
concern

Breeds in pools of rainwater trapped in rocky outcrops and
inselbergs. Spends the dry season in rock cracks.

Pyxicephalus

adspersus

Giant (African) Least
bullfrog
concern

Breeds in shallow, seasonal grassy pans in flat, open areas but also
occurs in non-permanent vleis, and margins of waterholes and dams.
Prefers sandy substrates, but sometimes inhabits clay soils. Spends
dry season in burrows.

Strongylopus

grayii

Clicking stream Least
frog
concern

Not threatened and can tolerate range of water quality; rarely found
far from permanent water, and even breeds in brackish water

Tomopterna

cryptotis

Tremelo sand
frog

Least
concern

Breeds in shallow standing water at the edges of dams, pans and
even puddles. Burrows into sandy soils or dry river beds during dry
season.

Tomopterna

delalandii

Cape sand frog

Least
concern

Inhabits lowlands, and valleys through the fynbos and succulent
karoo biomes; breeds in pans, vleis and dams

Tomopterna

tandyi

Tandy’s sand
frog

Least
concern

Occurs in loose, sandy soils, along small streams, pans and
temporary rain pools. Commonly associated with farm dams.
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Genus

Species

Xenopus

laevis

Common
name
Common
platanna

Vandijkophrynus gariepensis Karoo toad

3.6.4

Threat
status
Least
concern
Least
concern

Notes
Tolerates poor water quality, can breed in any water
Occurs in a number of habitats from open sandy areas to grasslands,
and rocky areas. Breeds in a variety of permanent and nonpermanent waterbodies.

Waterbirds

The SKA SEA report on avifauna deals specifically with the bird species known to occur or visit the area
(Dean, 2016), however, for completion, some comments are made here regarding this important
faunal group. As stated in the avifauna report, all of the bird species that are known to be associated
with wetlands and watercourses in the arid Karoo are considered to be nomads (Dean, 2016). These
species become resident once the wetlands and watercourses are inundated, with some remaining
there until the water dries out. Birds how a remarkable ability to find recently inundated aquatic
ecosystems, sometimes arriving within hours of inundation (Simmons et al., 1999). Some of the more
frequently observed species found in association with wetlands and watercourses in the Northern
Cape are listed in Table 3.4 (Simmons et al., 1998; Herrmann et al., 2005; Dean, 2016).
Table 3.4
Some of the more common bird species known to be found in association with
wetlands and watercourses in the Northern Cape (e.g. Simmons et al., 1998; Herrmann et al., 2005; Dean,
2016).
Species

Common name

Threat status

Phoenicopterus roseus
Phoeniconaiais minor
Recurvirostra avosetta
Himantopus himantopus
Charadrius pallidus
Chlidonias hybrida
Phragmacia substriata
Tadorna cana
Spatula smithii
Fulica cristata

Greater Flamingo
Lesser Flamingo
Pied Avocet
Black-winged Stilt
Chestnut-banded Plover
Whiskered Tern
Namaqua Warbler
South African Shelduck
Cape Shoveler
Red-knobbed Coot

Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Near threatened
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern

The rapid arrival and proliferation of aquatic (e.g. zooplankton, dragonflies) and terrestrial
invertebrates (e.g. termites), amphibians and ultimately fish once sufficient rain has fallen to inundate
wetlands and rivers means that these systems are important for foraging and breeding, and many bird
species move through the region, moving from pan to pan (Simmons et al., 1998; Herrmann et al.,
2005). Some species, such as the South African Shelduck and the Cape Shoveler, require open
waterbodies or densely vegetated vleis for refuge during the moulting season (Hockey et al., 2005).
The network of wetlands and watercourses crossing the arid landscape provides corridors for
movement. In the summer of 1977/1978, Greater flamingos bred on an island in Van Wyksvlei and the
chicks were moved to a dam near Carnarvon when the vlei dried up (Anderson, 2000). Interestingly,
flamingoes also bred at this dam on a few other occasions before 1978, always preferring to breed on
relatively inaccessible islands in the dam. These islands have since been invaded by Prosopis, and are
no longer suitable for breeding.
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The vegetation is frequently denser in riparian zones around rivers and on the margins of wetlands,
with a greater occurrence of taller shrubs and trees, and this provides a diversity of nesting and
breeding sites for many species. Many of the birds that are associated with wetlands and
watercourses in arid regions tend to build their nests a short distance away from the water’s edge, and
so the vegetation in these buffer zones provides protection for the nests. In the case of the Shelduck,
this species is known to build its nest at the mouth of disused aardvark holes (Milton and Dean, 2016).
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4 FOUR-TIERED SENSITIVITY MAPS
Three sensitivity maps were produced – one for large watercourses /rivers (1:500k scale), one for
smaller rivers (1:50k scale), and one for wetlands, washes and riparian zones.





Area unsuitable for development in black;
High sensitivity features/areas in red;
Medium sensitivity features/areas in orange;
Low sensitivity features/areas in yellow.

Figure 4.1

Sensitivity of major rivers (1:500k scale) in the SKA Phase 1 project area.
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Figure 4.2

Sensitivity of minor rivers (1:50k scale) in the SKA Phase 1 project area.

Figure 4.3

Sensitivity of inland aquatic ecosystems in the SKA Phase 1 project area.
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5 ASSESSMENT OF INFRASTRUCTURE
For the gap analysis, the focus was on infrastructure that would have a significant impact on inland
aquatic ecosystems. The overhead infrastructure – overhead fibre and power cables – and existing
roads to be rehabilitated were considered low priority in terms of verification, due to the expected low
significance of the impacts of this infrastructure on the inland aquatic ecosystems of the study area.
Where overhead infrastructure and existing roads pass through areas unsuitable for development,
these have been included in the assessment.
The tables below (Table 5.1 to Table 5.3) provided details for each point, where SKA infrastructure
encroaches into or close to any inland aquatic ecosystem or river, and the recommended action to
reduce this impact.

Table 5.1

Detailed comments on SKA non-linear infrastructure point locations that will affect inland
aquatic ecosystems.

Infrastructure detail

Inland aquatic feature potentially
affected (based on desktop
assessment of original SKA SEA
wetland/watercourse maps)

Borrow pit 1

1:50k river and buffer

Borrow pit 2

Wetland

Borrow pit 5

Less than 500m from wetland

Field or desktop review
comment

Very close to watercourse
Wash not wetland, but
will impact

Less than 500m from wetland

Wetland could not be
verified in field
BP is located within the
depression; should be
moved out of depression
and buffer. Depression is a
wetland delineated as
area unsuitable for
development.

1:50k river and buffer

Very close to watercourse

Wetland and buffer

Very close to wash

Wetland and buffer

Very close to wash

Borrow pit 14

1:50k river and buffer

Too close to watercourse

Hirax 1

Wetland and buffer

Close to depression

Borrow pit 9
Borrow pit 12.1
(alternative 1)
Borrow pit 12.2
(alternative 2)
Borrow pit 12.3
(alternative 3)

Recommended
action
Move out of
watercourse /
buffer
Move out of wash
Move outside
wetland buffer;
new site for
assessment of
Section 21 (c) and
(i) water use
Move outside
wetland and buffer;
new site for
assessment of
Section 21 (c) and
(i) water use
Move out of
watercourse /
buffer
Move out of wash
buffer
Move out of wash
buffer
Move to old
borrow pit site
approximately 20m
N-W
New site for
assessment of
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Infrastructure detail

Inland aquatic feature potentially
affected (based on desktop
assessment of original SKA SEA
wetland/watercourse maps)

Hirax 2

1:50k rivers and buffers

PV plant @ SKA005

Wetland and 1:50k river

Watercourses potentially
impacted
Wash only, not wetland,
or river

PV plant @ SKA006

1:50K river and buffer

Very close to watercourse

Field or desktop review
comment

Close to depression
wetland
Close to (60m) floodplain
wetland

PV plant @ SKA010

Less than 500m from wetland

PV plant @ SKA011

Wetland buffer

PV plant @ SKA012

1:50K river and buffer

PV plant @ SKA025

Wash; 1:50k river

PV plant @ SKA126

1:50K river and buffer

PV plant @ SKA127

Less than 500m from wetland

PV plant @ SKA132

Less than 500m from a wetland

RFI monitoring site 3

Wetland

SKA005

Wash and watercourses

SKA012
SKA018

Less than 500m from wetland
Wetland

SKA021
SKA023

Wash
Wetland

Wetland is floodplain
wetland
Not in a wetland but
about 50m from centre of
a watercourse and in
valley floor
Wash and watercourse
crossings for
infrastructure
Wetland could not be
verified in field
In a wash
Infrastructure relating to
SKA021 will cross over a
wash
In a wash

SKA024

Wetland

In a wash

Watercourse crossing
PV plant is located in the
middle of several
watercourses
Very close to
watercourses
50m from edge of riparian
zone

Recommended
action
Section 21 (c) and
(i) water use
Use Hirax 1 site
preferably
Move out of wash /
buffer
Move out of
watercourse /
buffer; if not
moved outside of
the regulatory
area, needs to form
part of the IWULA
Move out of
wetland / buffer; if
not moved outside
of the regulatory
area, needs to form
part of the IWULA
Move out of
wetland / buffer
Move out of
watercourse /
buffer
Move out of wash
area
Move out of
watercourse /
buffers
Move away from
watercourse
New site for
assessment of
Section 21 (c) and
(i) water use

Move 50m to North
Move dish antenna
to west of wash
Move outside
wetland buffer
Mitigate
Move road to
narrowest part of
wash
Mitigate
Mitigate
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Infrastructure detail

Inland aquatic feature potentially
affected (based on desktop
assessment of original SKA SEA
wetland/watercourse maps)

SKA025

Less than 500m from wetland

Field or desktop review
comment
Very close to (20m)
watercourse

Recommended
action
Move SKA025 away
from river buffer

SKA026
SKA028
SKA031
SKA032
SKA034
SKA060
SKA105

Wetland
Wetland
Wetland
Wetland
Wetland
Wetland
1:50k river and buffer

In a wash
In a wash
In a wash
In a wash
In a wash
In a wash
Close to watercourses

Mitigate
Mitigate
Mitigate
Mitigate
Mitigate
Mitigate
Mitigate

SKA107
SKA113

Wetland
Wetland

In a wash
In a wash

SKA115

1:50k river and buffer

Close to watercourses

SKA121
SKA126

1:50k river and buffer
1:50K river and buffer

In river buffer
Close to watercourses

SKA132

Wetland and buffer

Within 500m of a
floodplain wetland

Visserskloof
Construction Camp

1:50k river and buffer

Watercourse crossings and
impacts

Mitigate
Mitigate
New site for
assessment of
Section 21 (c) and
(i) water use (less
than 100m)
Move out of river
buffer - 20m north
Mitigate
New site for
assessment of
Section 21 (c) and
(i) water use
New site for
assessment of
Section 21 (c) and
(i) water use

Table 5.2
Infrastructure
detail

Detailed comments on new SKA roads that will impact on inland aquatic ecosystems.
Farm name

Inland aquatic feature
potentially affected

New road to
SKA005

Zout Poort

Wash and watercourse
crossings

New road to
SKA006

Kameel Boom
Puts

Watercourse crossings

Recommended action
 Infrastructure for SKA005 will need to
cross over a wide wash and dam, so
best if SKA005 and its associated
infrastructure are moved to the west of
the wash.




New road to
SKA008
New road
between
Swartfontein
and SKA014

Riet Kolk

Watercourses

Visserskloof

Crossings over major river,
riparian zone and smaller
watercourses






One additional site for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts
One additional site for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts where road
crosses watercourses and wash.
Road across the river/riparian zone
should be moved to an existing
crossing or disturbed footprint.
Mitigate negative impacts for smaller
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Infrastructure
detail

New road to
SKA018
New road
between
SKA018 and
SKA020
New road to
SKA020
New road to
SKA021

New road to
SKA025

Farm name

Inland aquatic feature
potentially affected

Recommended action
crossings (depending on whether road
moves to another location).

Brakputs

Wash crossing



Mitigate negative impacts.

Brakputs

Wash and watercourse
crossing



Wash crossing needs to be mitigated.

Brakputs

Wash crossing



Mitigate negative impacts.

Garst Kolk

Wash crossing




Move to narrowest part of wash.
Mitigate negative impacts.



One IWULA point location needs to
move to the correct watercourse
location.
Two new sites for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts.

De Hoek

Watercourse crossings




New road to
SKA025
New road
between
SKA028 and
SKA031
New road to
SKA032
New road to
SKA105
New road
between
SKA119 and
SKA121
New road to
SKA 124
New road
between
SKA125 and
SKA126
New road
between
SKA125 and
SKA126


Zout Rivier



Eight (8) new sites for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts.

Watercourse crossings

Meys Dam

Wash crossing



Mitigate negative impacts.

Meys Dam

Wash crossing



Mitigate negative impacts.


Swartfontein

Watercourse crossings


Two additional sites for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts.

Groot
Paardekloof

Wash crossing



Mitigate negative impacts.

Witgras

Wash and watercourse
crossing



Mitigate negative impacts where road
crosses watercourses and wash


Blaauw Heuwel

Watercourse crossings

One additional site for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts.



Waterval

Watercourse crossings



New road to
SKA133

Korfsplaats

Watercourse crossing and
riparian zone crossing




New road to
Hirax

Swartfontein

Within 500m of a wetland
(depression)




Three (3) new sites for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts.
New site for assessment of Section 21
(c) and (i) water use (watercourse).
Use existing road footprint for new
road.
Mitigate negative impacts.
New site for assessment of Section 21
(c) and (i) water use (watercourse).
Mitigate negative impacts.
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Table 5.3
Infrastructure
detail

Detailed comments on underground power and fibre infrastructure that will impact on
inland aquatic ecosystems.
Farm name

Inland aquatic feature
potentially affected

Line towards
SKA005

Zout Poort

Wash and watercourse
crossings

Line towards
SKA008

Riet Kolk

Watercourse crossings

Line to
SKA012

Dubbelde Vlei

Watercourse crossings

Line towards
SKA014

Vissers Kloof

Watercourse crossings

Brakputs

Wash and watercourse
crossings

Lines between
SKA017 and
SKA018
Lines between
SKA018 and
SKA020
Lines to
SKA020
Line to
SKA022
Lines to
SKA025

Recommended action
 Four (4) new sites for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
 Infrastructure for SKA005 will need to
cross over a wide wash and dam, so
best if SKA005 and its associated
infrastructure are moved to the west of
the wash.


Use existing road footprint.





Move line out of depression buffer
delineated as area unsuitable for
development.
Some IWULA point locations need to
shift to the correct location to coincide
with a watercourse crossing.
One new site for assessment of Section
21 (c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts.





Brakputs

Wash and watercourse
crossing



Mitigate negative impacts of crossings

Brakputs

Wash crossing



Mitigate negative impacts

Swartfontein

De Hoek

Watercourse crossings and
crossing over riparian zone of 
watercourse

Watercourse crossings




Line towards
SKA025

Zout Rivier

Wash and watercourse
crossings




Line between
SKA028 and
SKA029
Line to
SKA031
Line to
SKA032
Line to
SKA034
Line to
SKA060

Mitigate negative impacts.
Move one IWULA point location to
correct location.
Two new sites for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
One IWULA site needs to shift to the
correct location.
Three (3) new sites for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts of wash
crossings.

Meys Dam

Wash crossing



Mitigate negative impacts.

Meys Dam

Wash crossings



Mitigate negative impacts.

Meys Dam

Wash crossings



Mitigate negative impacts.

Meys Dam

Wash crossings



Mitigate negative impacts.

Meys Dam

Wash crossings



Mitigate negative impacts.
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Infrastructure
detail

Farm name

Inland aquatic feature
potentially affected

Recommended action


Two new sites for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts of wash
crossing.

Line to
SKA105

Swartfontein

Wash and watercourse
crossings



Line to
SKA107

Losberg

Wash crossing



Mitigate negative impacts.

Line towards
SKA110


Swartfontein

Watercourse crossings

One new site for assessment of Section
21 (c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts.

Line towards
SKA115

Swartfontein

Line towards
SKA115
Line to
SKA118
Lines between
SKA119 and
SKA121




Meys Dam
Losberg



One new site for assessment of Section
21 (c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts.



Mitigate negative impacts.



Mitigate negative impacts of crossings



Two new sites for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
Line must align with existing road
footprint to reduce impacts on wash.
Line needs to follow existing road
footprint.
Mitigate negative impacts.

Watercourse crossing
Wash and watercourse
crossings
Wash and watercourse
crossings

Groot
Paardekloof

Wash and watercourse
crossings

Line between
SKA124 and
SKA127

Uitspan Kolk

Watercourse crossing and
crossing over riparian zone

Line to
SKA128

Honde Blaf

Watercourse crossings

Line to
SKA132

Kaffers Kraal

Crossing over floodplain
wetland delineated as area
unsuitable for development.

Line to Bergsig

Swartfontein

Watercourse crossing






One additional site for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.



Use existing road footprint.



New site for assessment of Section 21
(c) and (i) water use.
Mitigate negative impacts.



Line to Hirax

Table 5.4
Infrastructure
Fibre overhead

Swartfontein

Watercourse and depression
crossings delineated as area
unsuitable for development.





New sites for assessment of Section 21
(c) and (i) water use.
Must be within existing road footprint.
Mitigate negative impacts.

Details on where fibre overhead and existing roads to be rehabilitated will impact on inland
aquatic ecosystems.
Comments
 An overhead fibre line is proposed on the Farm Blinkklip, between SKA 006 and SKA
007. This should be moved out of a wetland buffer (depression delineated as area
unsuitable for development.) and a small watercourse.
 The line on Farm Groot Kolk between SKA 009 and SKA 010 should be moved out of the
wetland buffer (depression delineated as area unsuitable for development) in two
locations.
 The line on Farm Jan Louws Kolk between SKA 005 and SKA006 should be moved out of
a depression delineated as area unsuitable for development.
 The line on Farm Kaffers Kraal between SKA 131 and SKA 132 should be moved out of
the floodplain buffer (delineated as area unsuitable for development) and small
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Infrastructure

Comments
watercourses where possible. Where the line must cross the river and its floodplain,
impacts must be mitigated.
 The line on Farm Moffys Dam between SKA 009 and SKA 010 should be mitigated
against.
 The line on the Farm Riet Kops Kolk between SKA 006 and SKA 007 should be moved
out of the depression (delineated as area unsuitable for development) and its buffer.
 The fibre line passing through depressions delineated as area unsuitable for
development on the Farms Sunny Side and Vos Zyn Vlei between SKA 005 and SKA 008
should be moved out of the wetland.
 The lines supplying the Hirax site should follow existing disturbed footprints where
possible and impacts mitigated against.
 The line on Farm Witgras between SKA 124 and SKA 127 should be moved out of a
floodplain wetland delineated as area unsuitable for development.
 The overhead line passing through a depression delineated as area unsuitable for
development on Farm Zout Poort supplying SKA 005, should be moved out of the
wetland and buffer.

Existing roads to
be rehabilitated



The following road crossings over aquatic ecosystems delineated as area unsuitable for
development must be carefully rehabilitated, with negative impacts mitigated against:
o Zout Poort, supplying SKA 005
o Riet Kops Kolk supplying SKA 007.
o Abiquas Puts to SKA 008.
o Groot Kolk to SKA 010.
o Dubbelde Vlei, between SKA 012 and SKA013.
o Leeuw Krantz, supplying SKA 131.
o Kaffers Kraal, to SKA 132.
o Korfsplaats, to SKA 133.
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6 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
6.1

Summary of the Stormwater Management Plan

A stormwater management plan was prepared by GCS Water and Environment (Pty) Ltd for the SKA
project, as a part of the Integrated Environmental Management Plan (IEMP). Two important
components of the IEMP are the proper management of stormwater runoff generated within the site
and management of available water resources.
Road crossings over watercourses are proposed to be constructed as drift crossings, in order to
minimise damming of surface water within the channel, minimise alterations to the natural
hydrological regime (surface and sub-surface discharge and runoff patterns, and avoid the loss of
connectivity along watercourses, and within wetlands.
A few of the SKA antennae lie within watercourses or their buffers (see Table 5.1), and the core area is
characterised over much of its area by wide alluvial floodplains or washes. These washes contain
numerous small watercourse channels, flowing parallel to each other, eventually connecting to form
larger channels. It is proposed that the natural runoff across all of the core site be diverted by two
earthen berms located to the south and east of the core site, with runoff (modelled on the 1:10 year
flood volume) being diverted towards release points in existing watercourses that flow to the west and
east of the core. The platforms of antennae lying within floodlines need to be raised, with the final
design of the platforms being dependent on the flood velocities. High flood velocities around
antennae platforms will require energy dissipating measures.

Figure 6.1

Stormwater sub-catchments and stormwater diversion in the core area (GCS Consulting,
2019).
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Stormwater channels in the construction camp, and anywhere on the site, are proposed to be
vegetated triangular and trapezoidal channels. Release points from the stormwater management
system into the natural watercourses are proposed to be designed to avoid erosion.

6.2











Comments on the SWMP
The proposed drift crossings are the preferred option from an ecological perspective, as this
design will minimise impacts on the natural watercourses and wetlands. Disruption to natural
surface and subsurface hydrology should be minimal.
As recommended in the SWMP, all watercourses in the vicinity of SKA infrastructure must be
regularly checked (at least quarterly) for blockages in the channels, and erosion around other
infrastructure (roads, pipelines, platforms, etc).
Raising of SKA antennae platforms where these are located in washes must still allow for diffuse
or sheet flow of water around the platforms. Ideally, these should be gabion structures that
allow water to flow under the platform.
The diversion of stormwater away from SKA antennae in the eastern portion of the core area
(Figure 6.1) could be problematic if this water is released as concentrated flow into natural
channels. This could lead to erosion in the channels and head-cut erosion travelling upstream
along the channel.
All stormwater release points must have flow spreaders in order to prevent concentration of
surface flows.
Detail on the design of stormwater channels is not provided in the SWMP. The recommendation
that these be vegetated channels is unlikely to be achieved, due to the arid conditions of the
area.
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7 MITIGATION MEASURES
Mitigation hierarchy:
1. Avoid – 2. Minimise – 3. Rehabilitate – 4. Offset

The mitigation hierarchy stipulates that the first step in reducing negative impacts associated with an
activity is to avoid sensitive ecosystems / biota. It is possible to achieve this goal for the non-linear
SKA infrastructure, and thus it is recommended that all non-linear infrastructure that encroaches into
inland aquatic ecosystems that have been categorized as “area unsuitable for development” in terms
of sensitivity, must be moved out of that ecosystem and its buffer. Linear infrastructure proposed to
cross over ecosystems delineated as area unsuitable for development and/or their buffers should also
be moved out of these areas, but if this is not possible, impacts must be mitigated against. Where
there are existing road crossings over inland aquatic ecosystems delineated as area unsuitable for
development, new infrastructure can be placed within the footprint of the existing disturbed footprint,
as these footprints are considered to be “low sensitivity”.
Infrastructure that impacts on inland aquatic ecosystems of “high”, “medium” or “low” sensitivity, can
remain where proposed, but impacts must be minimized through mitigation measures. Where
impacts are unavoidable but are of low to medium significance, impacted areas must be rehabilitated.
A number of mitigation measures have been recommended in the SKA SEA document, and the IWULA
(Limosella Consulting, 2018). These are provided in the following sections, addressing impacts to
hydrology, sediment regimes, water quality, habitat and biota.
If the recommendations provided here to reduce the negative impacts of the SKA Phase 1 project are
implemented, it is unlikely that there will be a residual negative impact of medium to high significance.
This is especially the case given the management of the core area by South African National Parks
(SANParks draft management plan for the core area, 2019), which is a significant mitigation measure
balancing out the negative environmental impacts of the project. It is therefore not relevant to
propose a biodiversity or functional offset in this case. As stated in the SEA report, however, it would
be preferable if the extent of the protected area were to follow sub-catchment boundaries in such a
way that entire wetland / washes can be incorporated (see Figure 7.1). Additional land purchases by
SANParks would be necessary to achieve this. This is important in the light of the very low to no
protection afforded the aquatic ecosystems of the Northern Cape.

7.1





Mitigation measures relating to impacts on hydrology
New crossings should be constructed as drift crossings.
If hardening of the ground surface is unavoidable (e.g. to avoid erosion), riprap, gabion
mattresses, and/or other permeable material must be used, to minimise the alteration of
surface and sub-surface flow, together with pipe crossings or culverts to ensure connectivity and
avoid fragmentation of ecosystems, especially if these are linked to watercourses.
Ensure adequate flow through of surface water (i.e. multiple pipes or culverts) is allowed for in
the design and construction where roads traverse inland aquatic ecosystems, so that the
concentration of flow (particularly during high flow conditions) is minimised as far as possible.
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7.2










Underground cabling through inland aquatic ecosystems should make use of trench-breaker
construction, which should contain materials of low hydrological conductivity, such as clays that
would isolate coarser padding material or sand around the cables. The position of these trenchbreakers at specific distances will help prevent the pipe from functioning as a preferential
underground drain. Spacing between trench breakers should be such that flows backing up
behind one trench breaker extends back to the base of the previous one (head to toe).
Compaction of soil must be minimised, and restricted to the area immediately above the cable
trench.
No construction should take place in watercourses or wetlands when they are inundated or
saturated, unless there is an emergency with safety implications or worse environmental
impacts.
Minimise the footprint of activities in the wetland and buffer zone by preventing unnecessary
access of construction vehicles and personnel
Construction vehicles and personnel may not build access roads or paths across aquatic
ecosystems delineated as area unsuitable for development. Where construction vehicles must
cross through any watercourse or wetland, construct temporary running tracks on raised
material on top of geotextile in wetland and watercourse crossings across the entire width of the
ecosystem, where vehicles need to cross through wetlands
Where there has been unavoidable damage to inland aquatic ecosystems that are delineated as
areas unsuitable for development, or are of high sensitivity, the need for and objectives of
rehabilitation should be determined with input from an aquatic ecologist.
Unnecessary fences should be removed immediately, as these frequently collect dead plant and
woody material that then block the passage of surface water during and after high rainfall
events. This can cause channel avulsion – where a river channel suddenly changes its course.
This is actually a common occurrence in the arid Karoo, where a small obstruction in the flow
path along a very low gradient channel can drive channel switching / avulsion on the floodplains
/ wash areas (see Section 3.5).
Surface runoff from hardened surfaces at the antenna sites (not just those located in or close to
wetlands and watercourses) must be encouraged to flow as diffuse or sheet flow. This could be
achieved through designing runoff trenches, swales and spreaders.
Mitigation measures relating to impacts on sediment regime
Avoid clearing of indigenous vegetation. Retain vegetation and soil in position for as long as
possible, removing it immediately ahead of construction / earthworks in that area.
Bank stabilisation measures (gabions, eco logs, geofabric, sediment fences) are required when
wetland or watercourse banks steeper than 1:5 are denuded during construction.
Protect all areas susceptible to erosion and ensure that there is no undue soil erosion resultant
from activities within and adjacent to the construction camp and work areas. No vehicles,
machinery, personnel, construction materials, cement, fuel, oil or waste should be allowed into
these areas without the express permission of and supervision by the ECO.
Areas cleared for construction must be adequately rehabilitated. Specific attention must be paid
to IAP encroachment.
There should be as little disturbance to surrounding vegetation as possible when construction
activities are undertaken, as intact vegetation adjacent to construction areas will assist in the
control of sediment dispersal from exposed areas
Construction in and around watercourses must be restricted to the drier months where possible.
Rehabilitation plans must be submitted and approved for rehabilitation of damage during
construction and that plan must be implemented immediately upon completion of construction.
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7.3







7.4










Cordon off areas that are under rehabilitation as no access areas using danger tape and steel
droppers. If necessary, these areas should be fenced off to prevent vehicular, pedestrian and
livestock access.
Runoff from the construction area must be managed to avoid erosion.
Surface runoff from hardened surfaces at the antenna sites (not just those located in or close to
wetlands and watercourses) must be encouraged to flow as diffuse or sheet flow. This could be
achieved through designing runoff trenches, swales and spreaders.
Mitigation measures relating to water quality
Adequate sanitation facilities must be provided, and located outside of watercourses, wetlands
and their buffers.
Adequate stormwater management must be implemented around construction sites, to prevent
water from entering excavated areas and to prevent contaminated runoff from entering the
aquatic ecosystems.
Maintenance of construction vehicles / equipment should take place 50m away from
watercourses or wetlands.
New septic tanks should not be established closer than 50 m to aquatic ecosystems.
Treated waste water must not be discharged into any natural areas, but can be used for
irrigation of gardens and landscaped areas.
Spills must be cleaned up immediately.
Mitigation measures relating to impacts on habitat and biota
Construction activities in watercourses, wetlands or buffers must be undertaken with care not to
damage habitat.
During construction, watercourses and wetlands that border on the construction footprint
should be demarcated as no access zones, to limit unnecessary disturbance.
Retain vegetation and soil in position for as long as possible, removing it immediately ahead of
construction / earthworks in that area and returning it where possible afterwards.
Prepare and implement an IAP Control Plan which specifies long-term monitoring schedules.
Monitor the establishment of alien invasive species within the areas affected by the construction
and maintenance and take immediate corrective action where invasive species are observed to
establish.
Rehabilitate or revegetate disturbed areas.
The preferred crossing for smaller watercourses is a drift crossing with no hardened surfaces.
Fences should not be permitted to cross over watercourses, or through wetlands.
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Farm boundaries

Figure 7.1

Directions (red arrows) in which the protected area could expand to include entire
wetlands and washes.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
The SKA Phase 1 gap analysis of inland aquatic ecosystems produced updated wetlands and rivers
(watercourses) maps, representing a combination of verified (through desktop or field-based
verification) SKA SEA maps and ground-truthed maps produced by SAEON. Field verification by FCG
comprised assessment of the presence/absence of mapped inland aquatic ecosystems and, wherever
possible, rough delineation of ecosystem boundaries using a hand-help GPS. Mid-points of
watercourse channels were recorded wherever possible. Desktop verification comprised review of the
original SKA SEA inland aquatic ecosystem maps against up to date imagery and the latest national
wetland and river maps (produced for NBA 2018).
The verification and update of the SKA inland aquatic ecosystem maps led to the Level 4A
reclassification of a number of ecosystems at the level of the hydrogeomorphic unit, and indeed
whether ecosystems were wetland or riverine. This led to a significant shift in the occurrence and
extent of wetlands (depressions, wetland flats, floodplain wetlands and seeps) in the updated wetland
map, compared with systems classified as washes (associated with dendritic channel systems), and
riparian zones (associated with river channels). This has implications for understanding the dynamics
of the SKA Phase 1 project area, and also the legislative context. For instance, the regulatory area for
Water Use Licensing around wetlands is 500m, while for watercourses it is 100m or the 1:100 year
floodline. The distinction between wetlands and rivers also had an impact on the sensitivity map,
where only true wetlands were categorized as areas unsuitable for development, due to their greater
sensitivity to SKA impacts.
The final reviewed rivers map showed that there are six river types in the SKA Phase 1 study area. The
reaches of the Sak River passing through the southern portion of the Williston spiral arm have been
identified as a Flagship Free Flowing River (NBA, 2018). These flagship rivers should receive top priority
for retaining their free-flowing character.
The inland aquatic ecosystems sensitivity map was updated by adding ecological buffers onto the
mapped wetlands, washes, riparian zones and rivers, according to their type, condition (PES), and
ecosystem threat status. Finally, a combination of wetland or river type, status as a free-flowing river,
PES and ETS assessments were combined into a sensitivity category (area unsuitable for development,
high, medium and low).
The latest SKA infrastructure layout maps were overlain on the updated inland aquatic ecosystem
maps, in order to identify locations where infrastructure will encroach into or cross over these
ecosystems. The overhead infrastructure – overhead fibre and power cables – and existing roads to be
rehabilitated were considered low priority due to the expected low significance of the impacts of this
infrastructure on the inland aquatic ecosystems of the study area. Summary comments and
conclusions are provided in the table below.
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Table 8.1

Summary comments on SKA infrastructure that affects wetlands or watercourses. Details
for each point are provided in Table 5.1.

Infrastructure
Borrow pits

Comments
 8 borrow pit locations (including three alternatives for BP 12) should be moved out of
an ecosystem and / or its buffer.
 Borrow pit 9 is located within a depression delineated as area unsuitable for
development and must be moved out of the wetland and its buffer.

Underground
fibre power
cable




Fibre overhead




New SKA road





46 sections of underground fibre cable will intersect with inland aquatic ecosystems at
180 points. In most cases, these are watercourse crossings which are generally
covered by the IWULA project of Limosella Consulting (2018).
At the remaining sites, the cable should follow an existing disturbed footprint (such as
a road), and / or the impacts of the crossing must be mitigated.
Ten sections of fibre overhead cable or power line will impact on inland aquatic
ecosystems, and should be moved out of wetlands and their buffers.
Eight of these sections impact on wetland delineated as area unsuitable for
development.
The new roads will cross over an aquatic ecosystem at 153 points, again most of which
are watercourse crossings covered by the IWULA, with 22 new sites for assessment of
Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
The remaining sites where a road will cross over wetlands, washes or riparian zones,
the impacts of the road must be mitigated against, or the road moved to follow the
route of an existing road.

Existing roads to
be rehabilitated



Existing road crossings over eight aquatic ecosystems delineated as area unsuitable for
development must be carefully rehabilitated, with negative impacts mitigated against.

PV plants



9 PV plants will impact on inland aquatic ecosystems. 8 of these should be moved out
of the ecosystem and / or its buffer.
The remaining PV plant (PV @ SKA 132) is located less than 500m from a floodplain
wetland, and should thus be included in the IWULA.


Monitoring sites
SKA antennae

Hirax sites



RFI Monitoring Site 3 is very close to (50m) a watercourse and should be moved away
from it and its buffer.
20 SKA antennae are located within or very close to inland aquatic features. Two (SKA 012
and SKA 132) are close to floodplain wetlands delineated as area unsuitable for
development, and should move outside the recommended wetland buffer, with mitigation.
These should be added as sites for assessment of Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
13 sites require mitigation measures to be implemented to reduce the impacts of the
antennae and their associated infrastructure. In addition, the following should be
considered:
 SKA 005 is located on the eastern side of a wash and dam, requiring infrastructure
associated with it to cross over a large area of wash, through a dam that can be
inundated. It would be preferred if this antennae can move to the same side (western
side) as the access road.
 SKA 025 is very close to a watercourse and should be moved 20m further away.
 SKA 021 is located on the eastern side of a wash and dam, requiring infrastructure
associated with it to cross over a large area of wash, through a dam that can be
inundated. It would be preferred if this antennae can move to the same side (western
side) as the access road.
 SKA 115 is close to a number of watercourses, and should be added as a site for
assessment of Section 21 (c) and (i) water use.
 SKA 121 is in a river buffer and should be moved out of the buffer.



Hirax site 1 is preferred to site 2.
Site 1 is close to (less than 500m) from a depression delineated as area unsuitable for
development, and should be added as a site for assessment of Section 21 (c) and (i)
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Infrastructure

Comments
water use. Hirax 1 is unlikely to pose a risk to the depression.
 Site 2 has a number of small watercourses flowing across the site.
 Infrastructure supplying the Hirax site must follow the existing road footprint.
 Directional drilling under the road within the depression adjacent to the Hirax 1 site
must be done with care to remain within the road footprint.

Visserskloof
Construction
Camp




The site should be added for assessment of Section 21 (c) and (i) water uses, as it is
close to a number of watercourses.
If infrastructure associated with the camp follows existing disturbed footprints, and
remains outside all watercourse buffers on the site, then the camp is unlikely to pose a
risk to the aquatic ecosystems on the site.

The mitigation hierarchy stipulates that the first step in reducing negative impacts associated with an
activity is to avoid sensitive ecosystems / biota. It is possible to achieve this goal for the non-linear SKA
infrastructure, and thus it is recommended that all infrastructure that encroaches into inland aquatic
ecosystems that have been categorized as “area unsuitable for development” in terms of sensitivity,
must be moved out of that ecosystem and its buffer. Linear infrastructure proposed to cross over
ecosystems delineated as area unsuitable for development and/or their buffers must also be moved
where possible, but if this is not possible, such as where an SKA antenna cannot be moved for technical
reasons, the impacts associated with this linear infrastructure must be mitigated against. These
instances should preferably be assessed on a case-by-case basis, with input from an aquatic ecologist.
Where there are existing road crossings over inland aquatic ecosystem delineated as area unsuitable
for development, new linear infrastructure can be placed within the footprint of the existing disturbed
footprint, as these footprints are considered to be “low sensitivity”.
Infrastructure that impacts on inland aquatic ecosystems of “high”, “medium” or “low” sensitivity, can
remain where proposed, but impacts must be minimised through mitigation measures. Where
impacts are unavoidable but are of low to medium significance, impacted areas must be rehabilitated.
A number of mitigation measures have been recommended in the SKA SEA document, and the IWULA
(Limosella Consulting, 2018), addressing impacts to hydrology, sediment regimes, water quality,
habitat and biota. These should be adhered to.
If the recommendations provided here to reduce the negative impacts of the SKA Phase 1 project are
implemented, it is unlikely that there will be a residual negative impact of medium to high significance.
This is especially the case given the management of the core area by South African National Parks
(SANParks draft management plan for the core area, 2019), which is a significant mitigation measure
balancing out the negative environmental impacts of the project. It is therefore not relevant to
propose a biodiversity or functional offset in this case. As stated in the SEA report, however, it would
be preferable if the extent of the protected area were to follow sub-catchment boundaries in such a
way that entire wetland / washes can be incorporated. Additional land purchases by SANParks would
be necessary to achieve this. This is important in the light of the very low to no protection afforded the
aquatic ecosystems of the Northern Cape.
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APPENDIX A: SPECIALIST SCOPE OF WORK AND DELIVERABLES
1) Pre-fieldwork desktop review study
During the SKA1_MID SEA and specialist studies, areas unsuitable for development and very high
sensitivity areas and features were identified and mapped for SKA Phase 1 infrastructure. Through an
extensive fieldwork, which was based on the SKA IEMP sensitivity criteria but also on potential declines
of key species or biodiversity, areas unsuitable for development were revised. SAEON was able to add
new areas to the unsuitable category and declassify some desktop-based areas unsuitable for
development as suitable or go-zones. During the detailed ecological sensitivity analysis conducted by
SAEON (pages 33 to 39 of SAEON report) the map and spatial data layers of the areas unsuitable for
development in terms of inland aquatic and ecology unsuitable areas for development (“Figure 3:
revised, finer-scale and in-field verified ecological sensitivity map of the SKA Phase 1 footprint, on page
67 of SAEON report”).
➔ The specialist appointed for this project is required to review areas and features identified as “area
unsuitable for development” and “high sensitivity” during the SKA1_MID SEA and specialist studies,
and refined by SAEON based on final detailed design of SKA1_MID; and make any additional
inputs/changes based on fieldwork and assessment.
2) Fieldwork / walk through within the SKA Site and three spiral arms
During the SKA1_MID SEA, an environmental baseline study was produced by the Freshwater
Consulting Group for the larger SKA site and three spiral arms based on desktop study and a short
fieldwork on the study site.
During the inland aquatic specialist study conducted for the SKA1_MID SEA, limited fieldwork was
undertaken and therefore the delineation of the aquatic features and areas unsuitable for
development was mainly based on desktop analysis of satellite imagery and existing spatial data. As
indicated by SAEON, the Nama-Karoo has not been well studied with regards to wetlands and
particularly pans, and in-field verification is needed to update and refine the SEA results.
Based on further analysis and fieldwork, SAEON conducted an extensive fieldwork and produced an
environmental baseline based on biotope classification including the key terrestrial biotopes in the SKA
radio astronomy observatory to guide sensitivity mapping, and the key transient aquatic biotopes in
the SKA radio astronomy observatory.
Following the fieldwork, SAEON experts refined the existing spatial data for the SKA1_MID core and
three spiral arms including the following edits and improvements:




Addition of a pristine ephemeral pan not recorded during the SEA study;
Addition of one wetland floodplain considered unique and rare in the landscape that would
warrant being Unsuitable for Development; and
declassifying some pan areas previously delineated as Unsuitable for Development where
historical and current disturbance through agricultural activities changed the structure of these
areas, suggesting they are no longer intact.
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➔ The specialist appointed for this project is required to review the Environmental Baseline Study of
the SKA Site and three spiral arms prepared during the SEA and updated by SAEON, based on fieldwork
as reference for future observations and comparative study.
➔ The specialist appointed for this project is required to verify the areas unsuitable for development
and high sensitivity areas in the SKA site and spiral arms as identified during the SKA1_MID SEA and
refined by SAEON, during the specialist fieldwork.
➔ The specialist appointed for this project is required to:







Verify and update the delineation of rivers and wetlands as described in the IEMP and as refined
by
SAEON
based
on
shapefiles
“SKA1_Wetlands_SENSITIVITY.shp”
and
“Wetland_and_Pans_Unsuitable_for_Development.shp” (especially area unsuitable for
development and high sensitivity areas such as depressions, seeps and wetlands);
Assess the current condition, and ecological importance and sensitivity of the features;
Determine the most appropriate ecological buffer, according to the condition and sensitivity of
the feature and the condition of the buffer;
Fine-tune the mitigation measures recommended in the specialist report, in order to minimise
impacts where these cannot be avoided;
Where required, make recommendations on the need for rehabilitation, indicate which residual
negative impacts associated with SKA infrastructure and activities would remain post-mitigation
and provide advice whether or not an offset is warranted.

3) Four tier sensitivity maps
During their walk through and assessment, SAEON experts conducted detailed ecological sensitivity
analyses for SKA Phase 1 infrastructure and indicated which structure (radio telescopes, PV stations,
fibre optic cables, roads, powerlines, construction site and associated infrastructure) should be moved
with justification and mitigation measures (see pages 19 to 64 of SAEON report). A summary of the
likelihood of environmental impact before and after ecologically sensitive re-design of infrastructure
and routing, as instructed in the following tables, is given in Addendum D of SAEON report.
The results of the ecological sensitivity analysis will be used to refine the sensitivity maps using a fourtier classification system in line with the specialists’ assessments and spatial data produced during the
SKA1_MID SEA and included in the IEMP. Both ecological (biodiversity) and inland aquatic sensitivity
map will be updated.
➔ The specialist appointed for this project is required to improve the SEA four-tier sensitivity maps for
the SKA site and the three spiral arms (displaying areas rated with low, medium, high and very high
sensitivity and associated mitigation measures).
➔ The specialist appointed for this project is required to review the inputs from SAEON and make any
additional required inputs or recommendations to SARAO on the need for the reconfiguration of the
SKA Phase 1 infrastructure based on final construction footprint (telescopes, cable trenching, roads,
powerlines, construction site and associated infrastructure) of SKA1_MID.
4) Recommendations on the SARAO draft stormwater management plan:
During the SKA1_MID the aquatic inland specialist study provided inputs and recommendations for the
preparation of a detailed stormwater management plan. Following the completion of the SEA and in
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order to comply with the EMPr requirements pre-construction, the SARAO drafted a stormwater
management plan which includes appropriate temporary or permanent measures to address runoff
from construction areas and roads and to prevent discharge of water containing polluting matter or
visible suspended materials into watercourses or water bodies, including drainage lines.
➔ The specialist appointed for this project is required to make recommendations to SARAO for
improvement of this plan, in terms of measures that would reduce or mitigate impacts associated with
the plan.
5) Inputs and recommendations on the need for a water use license in terms of section 21 of the
National Water Act:
During the SKA1_MID the aquatic inland specialist study provided inputs on the requirements for
Water Use License:
“If any construction activities occur within the 1:100 year floodline, a water use authorisation must be
obtained from the Department of Water and Sanitation for any activity within the regulated area which
is the outer edge of the 1:100 year flood line, whichever is the greatest distance from thewatercourse.
The outer edge of the watercourse must be delineated using the Departmental guidelines. Appropriate
mitigation measures must be in place prior to conducting these activities.
If any construction activities including excavation or construction activity (structures, pipelines, roads,
etc.) occur within 500m radius from the boundary of a wetland a water use licence must be obtained
from the Department of Water and Sanitation.
Ensure that the erection or upgrade of fences is done in accordance with the requirements of GN R509
of 26 August 2016 (erection of fences which may in any way impede or divert flow, or affect resource
quality detrimentally in the short, medium to long term may require a water use license authorisation
in terms of section 21(c) or section 21(i) of the National Water Act [Act 36 of 1998])”.
Based on the SAEON assessment and fieldwork, the SKA1_MID infrastructure was re-designed and
some components were moved to avoid areas unsuitable for development and very high sensitivity
areas. During this project the specialist will verify the areas unsuitable for development and high
sensitivity areas as identified during the SKA1_MID SEA and refined by SAEON, during the specialist
fieldwork within the SKA site and spiral arms. Based on the final layout and verified delineated aquatic
features present within the development footprint, the need for water use licensing will be
determined.
➔ The specialist appointed for this project is required to provide recommendations regarding the need
for a Water Use License (WUL). In case that SKA1_MID infrastructure cross over a wetland or
watercourse, result in the re-shaping/altering of beds or banks of watercourses or wetlands, or result
in the diversion of flow from a watercourse or wetland (i.e. for impacted inland aquatic ecosystems)
the level of risk will be determined and the specialist will advise whether a WUL is required or (in the
case of low risk) whether the activity can be generally authorised.
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APPENDIX B: FIELD NOTES
FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

BRAND Site 1

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Infrastructure follows
existing road through a
wash area (not
wetland).
o The wetland within
500m of the PV plant is
not a wetland.

RFI monitoring site
3

PV plant

o

o

Watercourse close to the monitoring site

Infrastructure:
 Closest dish is SKA 008.
 New SKA road crossing a wash
 RFI monitoring site 3 is within wetland/wash boundary
 PV plant within 500m of a wetland
Field notes:
 Bare to sparse Rhigozum trichotomum, heavily grazed veld on hill near
PV plant. Flat-topped hills dominated by Rhigozum trichotomum, with
some Lycium sp. Ephemeral drainage feature crossing near monitoring
site. Bare to sparse low shrubland.
Bare patch which was thought to be a wetland close
to the PV plant.
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FIELD SITE
BRAND Site 2

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES
o

PHOTOGRAPHS

Infrastructure:

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Move infrastructure to
the west of the valley
floor and dam.
o Comment from farmer:
When the dam is
inundated, the
infrastructure will be
covered in water.

PV plant

Vegetation in the dam – mostly Salsola aphylla.



o

BRAND Site 3

o

Closest dish is SKA 005.
New SKA road crossing a wetland or wash and numerous small
channels.
PV plant within a wetland or wash.

Field notes:
 Ephemeral drainage lines are characerised by silty alluvial beds.
 Plants within the drainage lines and broader wash area upstream of
dam include Salsola aphylla, Stipagrostis ciliata, Eragrostis and
Enneapogon scaber.
 The site is generally located on stony plains, with shallow soils and
vegetation characterised by sparse dwarf shrubland plants such as
Rhigozum obovatum, Pentzia spinescens.
 Small patch of Phragmites australis in the dam area.
Infrastructure:
 Closest dish is SKA 006.

Typical watercourse crossing the broad wash
upstream of the dam.
Not visited in the field (insufficient time).

o

o

Ensure that the borrow
pit and PV plant are
outside of watercourse
and its buffer.
Watercourse crossings
are picked up for the
WULA assessment
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS

Borrow pit

PV plant



BRAND Site 4

o

New SKA road and fibre power cable (underground) crossing over
numerous small channels
 PV array and borrow pit are close to watercourses.
Infrastructure:
 Closest dish is SKA 007.

Not visited in the field (gate was locked).

o

o

o

SAEON recorded the
aquatic features
surrounding the site as
being area unsuitable
for development ,
however these are not
wetlands but rather
hillslope washes.
All infrastructure must
avoid these hillslope
wash areas and their
buffers, as they are still
high sensitivity.
Watercourse crossings
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
are mostly picked up by
the WULA study.

repeater shelter, PV plant and
weather station




Fibre repeater shelter 3 (Brandvlei), PV plant and weather station 2, all
close to a wash.
New SKA road and fibre power cable (underground) crossing over small
channels.
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FIELD SITE
BRAND Site 5

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES
o

PHOTOGRAPHS

Infrastructure:
 Closest dish is SKA 009.

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Location of BP is not a
wetland, it is a dam.
o Location of SKA009 is
close to a riparian
zone, not a wetland, so
no WULA implications.
o All new infrastrucutre
should follow existing
road footprints.

Dam, not wetland.
borrow pit




o

New SKA road and fibre power cable (underground) crossing over small
channels.
Borrow pit on the edge of an ephemeral pan (verified in field to be a
dam).

Field notes
 “Wetland” is a dam.
 Large river has a well-defined channel and banks. Woody riparian
vegetation is dominated by a mixture of 2-5m trees and 1-2 m shrubs.
 Riparian and channel vegetation is densely infested by invasive alien
plants, Prosopis glandulosa var. torreyana (mesquite) and Atriplex
lindleyi subspecies inflata and sparse shrubs, such as Rhigozum sp,
Salsola sp, Melianthus comosus and grass sp like Stipagrostis ciliata, S.
namaquensis.
 Smaller watercourse feeding into dam (not wetland) has a very well-

Prosopis in riparian zone of river.
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FIELD SITE

BRAND Site 6

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

o

PHOTOGRAPHS

defined channel, approximately 2.5 -3 m wide, incised banks, deep
coarse silty alluvium riverbed.
 Banks are characterised by low shrub plants, like Lycium sp. and
Rhigozum sp. and few Stipagrostis sp.
Infrastructure:

Not visited in the field (insufficient time).
Not visited in the field.

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS

o

o
PV plant

o




Wetland is a
depression so PV plant
site is a new WULA site.
BP and SKA antenna
are between the slope
and the wetland, so
could interfere with
runoff.
Mitigation stormwater
management on the
sites must take this into
account by allowing
natural runoff to flow
past any structures.

PV plant less than 500m from a wetland (depression) and is located
between slope and wetland.
SKA010 located between slope and wetland (interfering with runoff?).
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

CARN Site 10

borrow pit

o

o

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Move borrow pit out of
depression (inland
aquatic ecosystem
delineated as area
unsuitable for
development).
o New SKA road crosses
over wash – must move
road to where the
crossing is most
narrow, and ensure
that this is a drift
crossing that does not
affect surface flow.

Infrastructure:
 Closest dish is SKA 021.
 Borrow pit 9 in wetland buffer (ephemeral pan).
 New SKA road to cross over wash.
Field notes:
 Ephemeral pan is bare to little vegetation, and fairly pristine.
 Vegetation around the pan is characterised by a mixture of sparse
shrubland to dwarf shrubs. Dominant plants include Salsola aphylla,
Lycium cinereum, Sarcocaulon patersonii and sparse Rhigozum sp.
Pan where BP is located.

CARN Site 9

o

Infrastructure:

Wash through which new SKA road will cross.
Not visited in the field (gate locked)

o
o
o

SKA 011 to move out of
wash / buffer.
PV plant to be moved
out of wash buffer.
Borrow pit to be
located outside of
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
watercourse or wash
and their buffers.

borrow pit
alternatives

PV plant





SKA011 close to wash area.
PV plant in wash buffer.
Borrow pit sites on edge of wash or in small channel (borrow pit 12
alternatives).
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FIELD SITE
CARN Site 12

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES
o

PHOTOGRAPHS

Infrastructure:

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Mitigate impacts of
new SKA road crossing
over wash.
o Overhead fibre line
should follow existing
road footprint.

PV plant

Wash over which new road will cross.

o

 PV plant and SKA 124 close to a wash (not wetland).
 New SKA road crossing a wash.
Field notes
 Site is characterised by sandy plains and dominated by dwarf
shrubland, with succulent shrubs or perennial grasses in places.
 Wash has several drainage channels with shallow sandy beds.
 Vegetation on the site is dominated by Rhigozum trichotomum, Lycium
sp, Aptosimum spinescens and Pentzia spinescens and succulent shrub
Melianthus comosus and grass species such as Stipagrostis ciliata.
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

CARN Site 13

borrow pit

PV plant

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Move PV plant out of
watercourse and its
buffer.
o Underground fibre
power to follow
existing road footprint.
o Move borrow pit to old
borrow pit site
approximately 20m to
the north-west.

Watercourse close to PV plant

o

o

Infrastructure
 Closest antenna is SKA 127.
 PV plant close to wash.
 Borrow pit 14 in or close to a small channel.
Field notes
 Ephemeral watercourses close to PV plant and BP, approximately 11.5m wide, slightly incised and eroding banks. Riverbed composed of
deep silty/coarse alluvium and pebbles.
 Instream vegetation is dominated by Stipagrostis ciliata, S.
namaquensis. Riparian vegetation dominated mixture of shrubs Lycium
sp and Rhigozum sp and Searsia lancea, and invasive cactus.
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

CARN Site 14

PHOTOGRAPHS
Not visited in the field

o

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Mitigate impacts of
power cable crossing
over channels.
o All watercourse
crossings are covered
by the WULA project,

Infrastructure:
 Closest antenna is SKA 128.
 Fibre power cable (underground) crossing several small channels.
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

Core 10

borrow pits

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Move BP 1 out of
watercourse and its
buffer
o Move BP 2 out of wash
and its buffer.
o Mitigate effects of new
SKA road and
underground power
cable crossing over
wash and channels.

Wash close to M 060.

 SKA 105, SKA 115 in or very close to (less than 30m) a small channel.
 New SKA road and fibre power cable (underground) passing through a wash,
and numerous small channels.
 Borrow pits (1 and 2) are located in a wetland or wash (BP2) or small channel
(BP1).
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS



Core 1

o

o

Infrastructure:
 Closest antenna is SKA 013 and 014.
 New SKA road crossing over numerous small channels.
Field notes:

 Major river (1:500k) and associated wash are located near SKA 014.
 River has very well-defined channel, 15 - 20m wide. Riverbed is
composed of very deep sandy and silty alluvium and incised banks (00.5 m) raised, pebble beds around the base and mid-channel bar.
 Instream vegetation is characterised by a mixture of trees, shrubs and
grasses on sandy bars. The tree species include Searsia lancea,
Grevillea striata (Beefwood) and Prosopis glandulosa and grasses such
as Stipagrostis species (S. namaquensis and ciliata) and Aristida sp. The
vegetation on the washy plain is characterised by Rhigozum
trichotomum with Lycium and Salsola aphylla

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Move new
infrastrucutre to it
crosses over this major
watercourse at the
narrowest point, or
where an existing road
crosses the channel.
o Mitigate negative
impacts of
inftastrcuture crossing
over the wash around
the river.

Watercourse close to SKA 014.
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

BRAND Site 7

Not visited in the field – insufficient time.

borrow pit

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Could not verify
wetland in the field, so
all infrastructure
should be located
outside the wetland
buffer.
o Move PV plant outside
of watercourse buffer.

PV plant

o

Core 2

o

Infrastructure:
 Fibre power cable (underground) crossing over small channels.
 SKA012, borrow pit, less than 500m from a wetland.
 PV plant in a small channel.
Infrastructure:

o

Mitigate impacts of
watercourse and wash
crossings.
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS

Watercourse and wash near SKA 019 visited in the
field.

Core 6

o

 Closest antennae are SKA 015, 016 and 019.
 Fibre power cable (underground) crossing small watercourses.
Infrastructure:

 Move SKA 025 out
of watercourse and its
buffer.
 Move PV plant
closer to SKA 025 so
the new SKA road
does not have to
corss
so
many
watercourses
and
washes.

Watercourse channel typical of the site.
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS




o

SKA 025 close to a watercourse.
New SKA road and fibre power cable (underground) crossing numerous
small channels and washes.
Field notes:
 Channels are well-defined, with sandy, gravel beds. Alluvial sands are
deep.
 Vegetation in the channels is Stipagrostis namaquensis and other
sparse shrubs.
 Widest channel is approximately 10m wide.
 Surrounding vegetation is dwarf shrubland community dominated by
sparse Rhigozum trichotomum with Lycium sp. (Lycium bosciifolium)
and succulent shrub Sarcocaulon patersonii.
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FIELD SITE
Core 11

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES
o

PHOTOGRAPHS

Infrastructure:

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Aquatic feature is a
wash not a wetland.
o Ensure that SKA 121 is
moved out of
watercourse and its
buffer.
o Mitigate negative
impacts of wash and
watercourse crossings.

Watercourse near SKA 119.




o

SKA 119 close to wash; SKA 121 in a small channel.
New SKA road and fibre power cable (underground) passing through a
wash, and numerous small channels.
Field notes:
 Deep alluvium silty bed, well defined channel downstream of the road,
erosion on the bank. Shrubs on the bank, Lycium sp and Salsola
Stipagrostis sp.
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

WILL Site 15

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Ensure that new SKA
road follows existing
road footprint as it
approaches the PV
plant.

PV plant

Watercourse near PV plant.

o

o

Infrastructure:
 Closest antenna is SKA 133.
 PV plant less than 500m from a wash.
 New SKA road along edge of wash.
Field notes:
 Channel very well defined and well vegetated with grasses and shrubs.
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

WILL Site 16

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Use existing road
footprint for new
infrastructure.
o SKA 132 unlikely to
have any impact on the
floodplain, but should
be added as a new
WULA point.

PV plant

Wide floodplain wetland associated with the Sout
River.

o

o

Infrastructure:
 PV plant and SKA 132 close to washes and watercourses.
 Fibre power cable (underground) crossing over wash and small
channels.
Field notes:
 Wide floodplain wetlands along the Sout and Sak Rivers.
 Vegetation is characterised by a mixture of grasses and herbs and
sparse shrubs. The plants recorded on the site include Juncus kraussii,
J. effusus, Ficinia nodosa and Stipagrostis sp (ciliata, namaquensis)
Fingerhuthia africana, Eragrostis capensis and Cenchrus ciliaris and
reeds, Phragmites australis and tall shrubs; Melianthus comosus, and
Buddleja glomerata. Invasive alien plants include Prosopis glandulosa
and Atriplex nummularia. Impacts on the site; limited grazing, road and
invasive alien plants.

Sak River and its floodplain.
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

PHOTOGRAPHS

HIRAX

Hirax 2

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Hirax 1 is preferable to
Hirax 2, as there are no
inland aquatic
ecosystems on the site,
or affected by the
access road.
o There are a few
watercourses arising
off a ridge that
traverses the Hirax 2
site, which would be
impacted by runoff
from the site.

Pan between Hirax 1 and 2.

Hirax 1
o

pan

Two alternative sites for Hirax – Hirax 1 and 2

Small watercourse on Hirax 2
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FIELD SITE

CLOSE UP IMAGERY AND NOTES

VISSERSKLOOF
CONSTRUCTION
CAMP

Proposed Visserskloof construction camp – only one camp instead of two.

PHOTOGRAPHS

INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Construction camp
infrastructure must
remain out of the
watercourses, and at
least 15m from the
mid-line of each
watercourse.
o Waste water treatment
plant must not
discharge treated
water straight into a
watercourse, but
rather onto open
ground.
Watercourse on the Visserskloof site, flowing across
o Roads crossing onto
the southern corner of the site.
the site should follow
existing road
footprints, in order to
minimise new
crossings.
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